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ABSTRACT

This report describes thi re'sults obtained during the last year of

a four year study program on antenna, design parameters. Thus, the complete

results of this program are contained in the three previous annual reports

and in this final report. A s.ummary of the project discusses the various

investigations carried out during the course of the project.

A modified form of the Purcell linear slotted array is proposed that

features great mechanical simplicity and ruggedness. For these reasons,

this type of design is particularly well suited for scaling to millimeter

wavelengths, To demonstrate this, a five-foot long array was built and

tested for the 35-Gc band. The design data for this antenna were obtained

experimentally. The first steps in applying a nov-el analytical technique

to the Purcell array geometry have been taken. This technique promises to

yield design data that would be sufficiently precise even for very long

arrays,

A variety of linear arrays with widely and variably spaced elements

have been designed using both analog and digital computer techniques.

These arrays all have many fewer elements than Dolph-Tchebyscheff arrays

with the same beamwidth and side-lobe level. One of the arrays has 21 ele-

ments and is 76 wavelengths long when used as a broadside array. The

3-db beamwidth is 0.74 degreei the side-lobe level -7.4 dbo The array has

perfect steerability in a 1.8:1 bandwidth with no interelement spacing

smaller than a half wavelength in this band. A Dolph-Tchebyscheff array

with the same beamwidth and side-lobe level uses 53 elements, and the

steerability is not perfect even at a single frequency.

The problem of finding the optimum spacing for the elements in an

array of isotropic elements has been set up precisely, and solutions

found for the two distinct cases of even and odd numbers of radiators.

The computed H-plane beam-broadening effects of several mechanical

modifications are reported for six leaky-wave antennas whose radiating
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apertures consist of inductive wire grids. It is shown that change in

the half-power beamwidth by a factor of 5.2 was obtained with a

20-wavelength-long antenna by simple linear displacement of the solid

metal wall with respect to the wire grid. This change was accompanied,

however, by a significant reduction in the amount of power radiated. For

simple wall displacements that did not result in reduction of the radi-

ated power, the largest beamwidth change reported for 20-wavelength-long

antennas is a factor of 3.8. More complex wall displacements are dem-

onstrated to produce beamwidth changes by a factor of 7.4 for a 20-

wavelength-long antenna, and by a factor of 20 for a 50-wavelength-long

antenna. The results of this study indicate that even larger changes

in beamwidth are probably possible.

A double-layered pillbox in which the parabolic reflecting surface

is replaced by a gradual waveguide bend is designed and tested for

horizontal polarization over the frequency band from 8.5 to 12.5 Gc.

The advantages of this design include wide-band operation, no aperture

blocking, and hence low side-lobe radiation patterns.

Three types bf wide-band omniazimuthal, instantaneous direction-

finding antennas that have been built and tested at Stanford Research

Institute for the Signal Corps are compared in detail.
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OBJECTIVES

"The objectives of this program are to develop

new antenna designs and design techniques for the

particular needs of Signal Corps ground-based

systems. The various tasks include experimental

as well as theoretical'study, and every effort has

been made to avoid duplication of other work.
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ANTENNA DESIGN PARAMETERS

I SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT

This research program entitled "Design Parameters for Antennas" has

covered a variety of tasks during the four-year period of the contract.

A number of these tasks were selected at the beginning of the contract;

however, new tasks were selected each year by mutual agreement to keep

the program oriented so as to best satisfy the needs of the Signal Corps

and to keep pace with the state of the art in the antenna field.

The results of each year's efforts are contained in the Annual Reports

for that year, so that the three Annual Reports and this Final Report to-

gether describe the whole of the unclassified work accomplished under this

contract. A preliminary study of various artificial beam-sharpening tech-

niques applicable to the Signal Corps' ground-to-ground IFF systems was

issued as a classified supplement to the Third Quarterly Progress Report.

Because some of the tasks have continued for several years during

this contract, and to help the reader of this report in locating pertinent

material in the previous annual reports, a summary of the entire unclas-

sified program will be given here.

One of the principal tasks that has continued throughout this program

concerned the design and construction of long linear-array and line-source

antennas that were suitable for use at millimeter wavelengths. In this

connection, three linear arrays five feet in length were built and tested

over the 35-Gc band.

The first such antenna to be completed was a leaky-wave line-source

consisting of a waveguide with one side wall replaced by an inductive grid

of parallel wires. This array was designed to have a Taylor aperture

distribution radiating. 95 percent of the input power in a pattern with



-35-db side lobes, as described in the Second Annual Report. The experi-

mental results obtained with this antenna, described in the Third Annual

Report, agreed substantially with the theoretical predictions. The maximum

side-lobe level at the design frequency, 35 Gc, was -28 db due to the

finite tolerances that could be maintained in its construction. Elsewhere

in the band from 26 to 50 Gc the maximum side-lobe levels varied from -24

to -29 db.

The second type of millimeter-wavelength antenna investigated under

this program was the Purcell array. Two arrays were designed and tested,

the first a conventional Purcell array as originally proposed by Purcell,

and the second a modified form of the array that greatly simplified the

construction. The design of the first array is described in the Second

Annual Report and the results of the experimental tests are described in

the Third Annual Report. This array did not turn out to be nearly as

satisfactory as the modified Purcell array, the design and testing of

which are described in Section II.

End-fed arrays and line sources as many wavelengths long' as those

described above, are subject to losses due to the energy propagating

through an appreciable length of waveguide before being radiated. For

this reason, a comp~lete analysis of the effects of this attenuation on

the antenna characteristics resulted in the following conclusions as re-

ported in the Third Annual Report. The dissipative attenuation along the

aperture of an end-fed linear array has relatively little effect on the

radiation pattern of the array, aside from a reduction of the absolute

gain. In general, the losses in an end-fed array designed with an asym-

metric aperture distribution peaked up toward the feed end are less than

the losses' in t14 same array designed with a symmetric aperture distribu--

tion. Furthermore, the use of an asymmetric component superimposed on

the symmetric component in the aperture distribution can be used to fill

in the nulls in a radiation pattern, which for radar applications, results

in less ambiguity in target direction than a pattern with discrete side-

lobes.

Two tasks involved refinements in conventional paraboloidal reflectors.

The first, described in the First Annual Report,. optimized the design of

horn-fed paraboloidal reflectors in order to obtain constant beamwidths

over very wide frequency bands. This task involved both analytical study
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and experimental verification, and a large number of primary and secondary

radiation patterns were measured, Beamwidth variations of the order of

±6! percent were obtained over 1.6 to 1 bandwidths.

The second task involving paraboloidal reflectors attempted to reduce.

the spill-over and back lobes from such reflectors using novel structures

to constrain all of the energy from the feed to be incident on the reflec-

tor. The first technique, described in the Second Annual Report, uses

two parallel wire grids that are transparent to energy incident normally

on the antenna, but are essentially opaque to energy incident at large

angles. The grids are placed over the aperture of the reflector in the

plane of the feed. The second technique, described in the Third Annual

Report, uses metal sheets to constrain the energy. These sheets are

perforated with quadruply ridged resonant apertures, making them essen-

tially transparent to energy at a given angle of incidence, yet opaque

to energy at grazing incidence. Either technique proved to be only

marginally effective in reducing the spill-over and back lobes.

The design of a new type of instantaneous wide-band direction-finding

antenna is described in the Second Annual Report, and the complete tests

of this antenna are contained in the Third Annual Report. The probable

bearing errors remained less than ±1.7 degrees for all azimuth directions

and for all signals in the frequency range from 5 to 14.29 Gc. The maxi-

mum bearing error measured anywhere within this band was less than

4 'degrees. The characteristics of this direction-finding antenna are

summarized in Section VI and compared with those of two previous instan-

taneous direction-finding antennas built and tested at SRI for the

Signal Corps.

In the First Annual Report several dispersive waveguide prisms are

analyzed that can be used as frequency-scanning antennas. They include

flat.waveguide prisms, compressed waveguide prisms, and compressed wave-

guide prisms fed by slotted-waveguide line sources. All of these prisms

can be designed to have the same performance as the folded-waveguide type

of frequency scanning antenna, and the most dispersive prism is compared

quantitatively with the folded-waveguide array.

Also in the First Annual Report are the measured radiation patterns

of two E-plane sectoral-horns compared with theoretical patterns computed

using Chu's analysis and a new theoretical analysis developed on a previous

"3



Signal.Corps contract. The new analysis shows appreciably better agree.-

ment with the experimental results than Chu's.analysis, particularly in

the side-lobe regions.

In this final report, several new topics are covered. The first is

a study of linear arrays with variable interelement spacings, Computer

techniques have been developed which minimize the side-lobe levels for a

given lengtlý of array and a given number of elements. In addition to

requiring many fewer elements for a given beamwidth, such arrays can be

scanned over wider angles and over greater frequency bandwidths than

normal equispaced arrays.

As a first step in obtaining analytical solutions to the variably

spaced array problem, rigorous solutions have been obtained for the opti-

mum directivity of equispaced arrays with either even or odd numbers of

elements,

Another new topic is the use of the unique properties of wire-grid

leaky-wave antennas to obtain beam shaping and beam broadening by making

simple mechanical changes in the shape of the conducting sheet in back

of the wire grid.

The last new topic described in this final report is the design,

construction, and testing of a double-layer pillbox antenna with a gradu-

ally rolled reflecting region replacing the usual parabolic reflector.

This type of pillbox is shown to have a much greater bandwidth than the

usual pillboxes and to have lower side-lobe levels.

4



II MODIFIED PURCELL ARRAY

A. GENERAL

Linear arrays and line-source antennas are used in many applications

that require a radiated beam that is very narrow i'n one plane, and end-fed

antennas of this type are often used where space, weight, and size are at

a premium. However,.when such antennas are designed to be hundreds of

wavelengths long at millimeter wavelengths, the mechanical tolerance prob-

lems becom.e particularly acute. The modified Purcell array, first described

in the Second and Third Annual Reports on this contract, 1,2* is an antenna

that is well adapted for these applications because of its relatively simple

and rugged mechanical design. In Part B, the empirical design, construc-

tion, and tests of a 5-foot modified Purcell array at.Ka-band frequencies

will be described. In Part C, a promising theoretical approach to the

analysis of the modified Purcell array geometry will be described and some

preliminary results presented.

B. A MODIFIED PURCELL ARRAY

1. DESIGN

The modified Purcell array differs-from'the more conventional Purcell

array3,4 because the spacing of the parallel plate region into which the

slotted array radiates is identical with the width of the feeding waveguide

as shown in Fig. II-1. Furthermore, it has been found possible to keep

most of the dimensions constant along the full length of the array, changing

only the slot heights and slot spacings to maintain uniform phase velocity.

The modified form thus greatly simplifies the construction of the array,

and permits closer tolerances to be maintained on the most critical dimen-

sions in the array.

Unfortunately, the approximate design theory for the normal Purcell

array proved to be inadequate for the modified array. Thus, in order to

accumulate sufficiently accurate design data for the final-array, as well

as to check any modified theory that might be developed, an experimental

References are listed at the end of the sectipn.
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CROSS SECTION OF MODIFIED PURCELL ARRAY SCALED TO MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS

program was undertaken to measure accurately the phase velocity and the

coupling coefficients along uniform sections of the modified Purcell array.

The parallel plate region into which the slotted array radiates is
wide enough to propagate TE and TM modes as well as the normal TEM mode.
Therefore, it was first necessary to determine the extent to which these
modes might interfere'in the radiation pattern of the final antenna. An
examination of the symmetry of an infinitely long, uniformly illuminated,

broadside array of this type shows that two higher modes are coupled by
the slots; and that they are exactly at their cut-off frequencies. Addi-
tional modes could be excited for a finite antenna, having an amplitude

taper along the aperture, and could appear as lobes in the far-field
radiation pattern. However, if the frequency is slightly lowered from
the frequency required to produce broadside vadiation, the strongly ex-

cited TE and TM modes are slightly below cut-off; and, in addition, small

reflections from each slot do not add in phase at the input to the array.



Tests of several 24-slot X-band test sections with uniform sizes and

spacings (producing an exponentially tapered aperture illumination with

abrupt discontinuities at each end) indicated that these spurious lobes

could be reduced to negligible proportions by lowering the frequency until

the main lobe from the antenna was tilted several degrees from the normal

to the array toward the input end. A longer, array, with more gradual

changes in the aperture distribution, should couple to, these higher-ordaT

modes even less than in these test sections.

The experimental measurements to accumulate design data were performed

at X-band frequencies for the sake of convenience. Thus, for all the test

sections, a = a' = V" = 0.900 inch, where a' is the width of the~slot and

the other dimensions are shown in Fig. II-1. The experimental frequency

chosen, 10.91 Gc, was near the upper edge of the normal waveguide band.

Much higher frequencies appeared to accentuate the spurious lobes described

above. Much lower frequencies would increase the losses (which are very

significant in the 35-Gc array) and decrease the allowable tolerance on the

width of the main waveguide in the final array. The 24-slot test sections

were constructed with uniform slot sizes and spacings, as shown in Fig. 11-2;

and the radiation patterns from these test sections were measured with a

short circuit on the output of each section. As long as the radiation was

not nearly normal to the array, which was the case here, two distinct beams

were formed from each section-one from the forward wave, the other from

the wave reflected from the short circuit. The angular difference between

these two.beams provided very p:recise information on the phase velocity

along the array, and the relative amplitudes of the two beams provided

accurate information on the power coupled out per slot. For many of the

test sections, individual patterns were also measured with a matched ter-

mination instead of a short circuit on the load end of the array. This

technique turned out to yield considerably more accurate data than the

best possible bench measurements, and in considerably less time. Further-

more, since the technique is a more direct method, any difficulties from

spurious lobes in any of the many test sections will show up immediately

in the radiation patterns.

The first set of experimental data is shown in Fig. 11-3, in.which

the tilt angle, q5, measured from the normal to the array with positive

angles in the end-fire direction, is plotted as a function of the slot

length, 1, for various slot heights, b', with the slot spacing, s, fixed

7



FIG. 11-2
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at 0.608 inch. In Fig. II-4, a similar family of curves is plotted

keeping the slot height, 6', fi.xed and *varying the main waveguide height,

b. From these two figures it is apparent that the angle of the radiation

from the X-band test sections becomes very insensitive to slot lengtbh, Ii,

in the vicinity, of 1 = 0.25 inch, for all slot heights over the range

tested. For this reason, 1 was fixed at this value for subsequent tests.

From these two figures it is also apparent that the larger the main wave-

guide height, the more nearly the velocity of propagation as measured by

¢ approaches that im unperturbed waveguide at this frequency, corresponding

to a tilt angle of 5.19 degrees for both figures. Another advantage of

the larger height is that the losses in the main waveguide are reduced.

For these reasons, the hei~ght of the main waveguide was fixed at 0.500 inch,

With the dimensions a, a', b, and.b" fixed., it becomes necessar•y to

vary the slot spacings, s, elong the array in order to maintain the phase

velocity, or beam tilt a'ngle, constant along the array. To determine s,

10
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another set of 24-slot X-band test sections was built and tested in the

same manner. The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 11-5, in which

the tiltangle, 0, is plotted as a function of the slot spacing, s, for

various slot heights, b'. From these data any array with the tilt angle

varying from about -4.9 to -5.6 degrees can be designed. A tilt angle.of

-5.25 degrees was arbi-trarily selected, and the final design data, obtained

by averaging the data in Fig. 11-5, is shown in Fig. 11-6, in which the

slot height, b', is shown as a function of the slot spacing, s, with the

other dimensions as shown on the figure. The only experimental point that

does not fall on the smooth curve is the point where b' r 0.02 inch., In.

view of the consistency of the remaining points in approaching the theo-

retical point s =.,0.6073 inch as b' approaches zero, the design curve was

extended as shown by the dashed portion of the curve in Fig. 11-6, essen-

tially ignoring the point for .b' = 0.02 inch. This theoretical end point

-6 .0.. ... ... .. . ..

l=0.25) in.

-5.8 /=10.91 kMc

-5.7

S-5.6

. -5.5

o -5.4
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z
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FIG. 11-5
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is found from the known phase velocity in unperturbed waveguide and the

spacing required of infinitesimally small slots to produce radiation at

S-5.25 degrees.

It is now necessary to determine the power coupled out of the array

per slot from the radiation patterns used to accumulate the data'i.n

Fig. 11-5. As mentioned before, this information can be obtained from

the relative amplitudes of the two lobes from each test section when the

test section is terminated in a short circuit. Since one lobe is from

the wave traveling forward in the array, and the other from the wave re-

flected from the short circuit (neglecting reflections from the individual

slots), the relative power level of the smaller to the larger lobe is

given by

P2 PO

where P/PO is the ratio of the power coupled out by one slot to the power

incident on that slot and n is the total number of slots along the array.

The measured data were corrected for the loss in the unperturbed guide

by subtracting 0.1 db from each value of P1 /P 2 expressed in db. Although

patterns were not measuied at the exact slot spacings required for a tilt

angle of -5.25 degrees, they were measured on either side of the proper

values of 0, as shown in Fig. 11-5, and the values of P/P 0 .for the re-

quired spacings can be found accurately by interpolating between ehese

measured points. The final values of P/Po found in this way are shown in

Fig. 11-7 as a function of slot height b'. As in Fig. 11-6, the value

for b' = 0.02 inch seems to be out of line with remaining points, so the

curve is extended as shown by the dashed portion,

It is interesting to compare this experimental data with a curve of

P/P0 calculated for a normal Purcell array given by the approximate formula

derived by Purcell. 3' 4 This formula (given in Befs. 1, 3, and 4) reduces

to the simpler expression

P 128 (b')2 X_____osX_

P0  ~ 4 sb X x2a/ [ 2a2
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for a = a' b" and d a. For the constants shown in Fig. 11-7, this

further reduces to

P (b') 2

-= 0.7769
P 0  S

which is shown in Fig. 11-7 along with the experimental data. It is ap-

parent that the agreement between the two curves is not satisfactory for

design purposes, and emphasizes the necessity for the experimental accu-

mulation of design data and the need for a more refihed theory.

Figures 11-6 and 11-7, then, contain all the data necessary to design

the 5-foot modified Purcell array at K.-band. The scale factor was arbi-

trarily selected as 0.900:0.280, the ratio of the widths of RG-52/U'and

RG-96/U waveguides. This makes the scaled-up design frequency 35.07 kMc.

Using this data and the design procedure'described in the Second

Annual Report, 1 a modified Purcell array was designed to have a Taylor

aperture distribution fort -25 db side lobe level (Fig. 11-3, Ref. 1)

and to radiate a beam 5.25 degrees toward the feed end of the array meas-

ured from the normal to the array.

The important parameters and dimensions of the final array are the

following:

Design frequency: 35.07 Gc

Main waveguide width: a = 0.280 inch

Main waveguide height:'b = 0.155 inch

Length from outer edges of first to last
slots: 60.194 inches

Total number, of slots: 320

Slot width: a' =" 0.280 inch

Slot length: 1 = 0.077 inch.

The slot heights, b', and slot spacings, s, are show!1 in Figs. 11-8

and TI-9, respectively.
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2. CONSTRUCTION

The large holding fixture shown in Fig. II-1 was machined from a

2'/- by 3-inch bar of 2024T4 Aluminum alloy, which is s.ufficiently stable

for the purpose, yet sufficiently strong to support the many threadIng

operations required.

All of the shaded bars shown in Fig. II-1 were made o-f oil-hardening

tool steel except the one with the milled slots, which was called "Speed

Treat" steel. This one bar was rough ground and then normalized before

being finish ground to a +0.004-inch dimension. After a second normalizing,

the slots were machined, the excess removed,'and then finish ground to size.

The upper and lower bars between which the slotted bar is sandwiched

were precision ground flats, 1'4 inch by YA inch in cross section.

All of the steel surfaces were given a copper flash followed by a

0.0002-inch plate of silver, and the mating surfaces hand-honed to remove

any residual uneven plating, and to ensure minimum RF losses in the com-

pleted antenna.

Nickel-plated steel screws were used throughout to help eliminate

some of the possible corrosion problems.

The E-plane. horn indicated in Fig. II-1 extended out 125/8 inches

from the beginning of the flared region, producing an E-plane radius, R,,

of 13.75 inches and an E-plane aperture of 37t6 inches, from which the

E-plane gain factor can be computed as a function of frequency.

3. TESTS

The completed antenna was mounted on a radiation pattern measuring

range as shown in the photograph in Fig. H1-10, and H-plane patterns were

taken over the frequency b'and from about 28 to 37 Gc. Typical patterns

*are shown in Figs. H1-11 and H1-12. Note that, in common with all slotted

waveguide array4, the beam direction changes with frequency, scanning away

from the normal and toward the feed end of the array as the frequency is

lowered. The measured beam positions as a function of frequency are plotted

in Fig. H1-13, along with the design beam position st the design frequency.

Note that the agreement is quite good, indicating that the control of the

phase velocity along the array was.entirely adequate.
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FIG. 11-10

MODIFIED PURCELL ARRAY ON PAT-ERN RANGE
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The 3-db beamwidths of the main. lobe do not change greatly over the

same frequency band. These measured beamwidths are plotted in rig. JI-14,.

along with the theoretical beamwidth at the design frequency. The scatter

in the experimental points is undoubtedly due to experimental errors in

measuring such very narrow beams, but a general trend toward larger beam-

widths at lower frequencies is still apparent, This increase in beamwidth

"is due both to the decrease in the frequency and to a decrease in the length

of the projected aperture as the beam scans away from the normal to the

aperture.

The gain of the modified Purcell array was also measured as a function

of frequency by comparing it with that of a gain-standard.horn with. a com-

puted gain of the order df 30 db, These gain measurements are plotted in

Fig. 11-15. It is here that the first discrepancy between the design

parameters and the measured parameters becomes apparent. The theoretical

directivity of such an array is given by

4-nA

G x 72 QEG HF

where

X is the free-space wavelength (0.3365 inch at 35.07 Gc)

A is the area of the projected .aperture
(3.4375 x 60 X cos 5.25' square inches)

GE is the E-plane gain-factor for the flared horn (0.695)

GH is the H-plane gain-factor for the 25 db Taylor
distribution (0.90--see.Bef. 5)

F is the fraction of the input power to be radiated by
the antenna (0.90 in this case).

This formula yiblds a directivity of 41 db, and allowing approximately

0.6 db for RF lossea within the antenna (losses associated with propaga-

tion along.a waveguide half the length of the array and out the slots 2 ),

a gain of 40.4 db.

The discrepancy of over 5 db has been attributed to the fact that the

coupling coefficients of the slots are slightly lezs than anticipated,

rather than to unsuspected RF losses or radiation in spurious directions.
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The reasoning behind this proceeds as follows. First. the measured inser-

tion loss of the antenna between input and output terminaIl is only 3.5 dA

at the design frequency. Furthermore, the input VSWR of the antenna is

abbut 3.1 when a short-circuit is placed on the output end, correspondi*g

to a matched attenuator of about 3.3 db. Allowing about 1.2 db for the

dissipative losses from the input to the short circuit at the output end

leaves about 2.2 db of attenuation due to radiation along Xhe array. This

corresponds io about 40 percent of the input power being radiated rather

than the 90 percent design figure. This accounts for 3.5 db of the missing

gain. The remaining loss in gain can then be attributed to the fact that

the amplitude distribution along the array is asymmetric, or peaked up

toward the load end pf the antenna, and is more sharply tapered at each

end of the array for the reasons described below. This distribution ac-

counts for the lower-than-expected side lobes at the design frequency

(see Fig. 11-12), the filled-in nulls in the side-lobe region, and the

slightly greater beamwidth. A certain amount of loss must also be allowed

for the finite tolerances with which this antenna could be constructed,

although it is felt that these losses are gmall as evidenced by the clean

radiation'patterns.

The fact that no appreciable power was being radiated in spurious

directions due to higher-order modes being excited in the parallel-plane

transmission line was confirmed by a careful search for spurious lobes in

the complete hemisphere of the radiation pattern.

There are several causes for the discrepancy between the actual and

the expected coupling coefficients in the final array. In the "first place,

an array that is as long as .this one turns out to be extremely sensit-ive

to small, cumulative errors in the coupling coefficients. Thus, an error

of only 0.1 db in the measurements of the insertion loss of the 24-slot

X-band test sections would result in an error of over 1.3 db in the final,

320-s-lot array. It is felt that the measuring technique itself was ac-

curate within ±0 05 db, but that the estimate of the RF losses in the

X-band test sections could well be off by considerably more than this,

particularly for the smaller slot sizes. The loss estimated for all the

18-inch-long X-band test sections in reducing the experimental data to

produce the curve in Fig. 11-7 was 0.1 db. Three of the four waveguide

walls were silver-plated for these tests, but the fourth was aluminum alloy

and all of the slots were milled in an aluminum alloy strip. For small
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slot. epths. the loss in propagating from the feeding waveguide to the

parallel-plate transmission line could be appreciable, particularly since

some reactive currents are involved between the two ends of the slot.

Losses in the short circuits at the end of each test section must also

be takeu into account in the measurements. Thus, a total error of only

0.3 db in underestimating the total losses in these test sections would

account for over half of the disarapanay in the final. array.

The remaining discrepancy may be accounted for if the "unruly" experi-

mental point shown in the lower left-hand corner of Fig. 11-7 actually

represents the true behavior of the slot'coupling coefficients. A very

appreciable portion of the slots in the final array, especially toward

the feed end of'the array, were designed using the data in the dashed

portion of the curve in Fig. II-7. If the experimental point actually

repreients good data, th-en these slots have much smaller coupling coef-

ficients than expected, and the amplitude distribution will be more. tapered

than expected Evidence that this actually occurs is found in the radia-

tiQn pattern at the design frequehcy (Fig. 11-12) where the side lobes

beyond the first are appreciably.lower than those expected from a 25-db

Taylor distribution (see Fig. 11-2 of Ref. 1).

It Is felt, then, that this experimental model of the modified Purcell

array has demonstrated the following;

( That the most severe cumulative'tol'erance problem,
that of maintaining the phase velocity constant
along the array, can readily be handled in the

modified Purcell array by virtue of its mechanical
simplicity and ruggedness.

(2) That the problem of obtaining an adequate amplitude
distribution along the aperture needs some further
tests, particularly for the smaller slot sizes, but
that the precision required in these tests is en-
tirely within the current state of the art.

C. ANALYSIS OF ARRAY JUNCTIONS

In this section some theoretical results are 'presented of the elec-

trical performance of the modified Purcell array. This analysis was

undertaken both because of the rather poor agreement between the experi-

mental measurements and the approxiimate theory, and because a suitable

analytical technique has been developed on another project in the
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Mi~rowave Group of Stanford Research Institute.* This analysis can be

accomplished by separating the problem into two parts. In the first part

the junction of the:feed waveguide and a slot is consideredl the equiva-
lent circuit of this Junction is presented in this section. In the second

part the junction of the slots and the parallel plate region is considered.

Analytical results have not yet been obtained for the second part, but the

same analytical technique can be applied to the second part that is applied

to the first part. When the equivalent circuit for the junctions at each

end of the alot is known, the power radiated by the slot and the phase

velocity in the. feed waveg,.ide can be calculated.

The junction between the

feed waveguide and a slot is

shown in Fig. 11-16. For the

a• 2junction between a single slot

and the feed waveguide to ac-

curately represent th~e junctions

between many slots and the feed

waveguide, the interaction be-

E (Dtween the disturbing fields of

adjacent slots must be small.

In a modified Purcell array
RA-19S 4 -252

many wavelengths long, the

FIG. 11-16 cross sections of the slots are

JUNCTION BETWEEN FEED WAVEGUIDE AND SLOT snail, and it is assumed here

that the interactions between

slots are small.

The equivalent circuit of the junction of Fig. 11-16 is shown in

Fig. 11-17. This equivalent circuit is of the same form that is obtained

for the H-plane rectangular waveguide T-junction in the Waveguide Handbook. 6

At the indicated terminal planes the equivalent circuit is a parallel con-

nection of transmission lines, an ideal transformer, and a shunt susceptance,

The characteristic admittances of the waveguides forming the junction are

defined to' be

1 a 0 b•Y0 =- - b
7 X 2b b OY0

This technique will be described in a subsequent report to be issued by SRI under another contract.
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where i = 1207T ohms is

the impedance of free

space, and X and X are n: I

the free-space and guide

wavelengths, respectively. T

Formulas for the 0-------2df.2

exact equivalent-circuit y i YO

parameters of this junc- I
T T ITT

tion require the inver- T

sion of an infinite matrix;

however, the equivalent- FIG. 11-17

circuit parameters may be EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF JUNCTION

calculated to any desired

accuracy by using a matrix

of sufficient size. These formulas for the equivalent circuit parameters

were programmed on the Burroughs 220 computer at Sta.nford University to

obtain numerical data. * The numerical data for the equivalent circuit of

the junction are presented in graphical form in Figs. 11-18 and 11-19 and

tabulated in Table II-i. It is estimated that the data are accurate to

at least 1A percent, based upon calculations using different sizes of

matri.ces. The particular frequency and waveguide sizes were chosen to

match those of the modified Purcell array reported in the previous section

of this report. The program for the Burroughs 220 computer has been writ-

ten so that the equivalent circuit parameters at other frequencies and

for other waveguide sizes can be easil.y

TABLE II-1 calculated

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

OF JUNCTION WITH To check the theoretical data, meas-

a = 0.900 inch, b = 0,400 inch urements were mate upon an experimental

and f = 10.91 Gc model of the junction, with b'/b = 0.5.

S d di B 4 To measure the position of the terminal

b a a YO n 
2 yo plane, T, a moving short circuit was

0.0 0.0 0.3760 -0.0 0.0 placed in Arm 3 and moved until minimum
0.0625 0.0044 0.3261 -0.0403 0.0226 signal was transmitted between Arms 1
0.125 0.0080 0.3023 -0.0789 0.0423
0.187S 0.0113 0.2881 -0.1150 0.0598 and 2; the positi~on of the short circuit
0.250 0.0142 0.2808:-0.1476 0.0759
0.375 0.0189 0.2786 -0.1986 0.1058 so found is an integral number of half-
0.500 0.0222 0.2840 -0.2323 0.i315

guide wavelengths from the terminal

Acknowledgements are gratefully made to F. Kaye Tomlin who programmed the Burroughs 220 computer to
obtain the numerical data.
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plane, T. Similarly, to measure the position of the terminal plane, 7',

a moving short circuit was placed in Arm 2 and adjusted so that. minimum

signal was transmitted between Arms 1 and 3. As shown in Table HI-2 the

measured and theoretical positions of the terminal planes agree very well.

As a further check the voltage standing wave ratio looking into Arms 1

and 2 with matched terminations at the other arms was measured; also, the

insertion loss betweeh Arm 1 and Arms 2 and 3 was measured with matched

terminations in all arms. The measured and theoretical VSWR and inser-

tion loss agree quite closely.

TABLE 11-2

MEASURED AND THEORETICAL PARAMETERSOFJUNCTION
FOR

f - 10.91 Gc, a = 0.900 inch, b a 0.400 inch

d d (VS WR)1 I VSWR)2 (I.L.)12 41.L"13

a a

Measured 0.021 0.283 1.29 14.6 -9.7 db -0.60

Theoretical '0.0222 0.2840 1.284 15.4 -9.41 db -0.60

When the above equivalent circuit for the junction between the feed

waveguide and the slot is combined with the equivalent circuit for the

Junction between the slots and the parallel plate region, the electrical

performance of the modified Purcell array can be predicted very accurately.
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III INVESTIGATIONS OF LINEAR ARRAYS

A. LINEAR ARRAYS WITH VARIABLE INTERELEMENT SPACINGS

1. INTRODUCTION

Linear arrays with variable interelement spacings have received in-

creasinG attention in recent years. 1-8* The reason for this interest is

primarily that a considerable saving in the number of array elements is

possible in large directional antenna arrays where high resolution rather

than high gain is most important Furthermore , by changing the inter-

element phase, the main beam of the radiation pattern can often be steered

through a wider angle and over a much larger frequency bandwidth than is

possible with equispaced arrays Both equally and unequally spaced linear

arrays are very simple to analyze. Well-developed methods are also avail-

able for designing linear antenna arrays with equispaced elements that

will produce a desired space factor with reasonable accuracy Most of

these methods, theoretical as well as experimeatal, make use of the fact

that the space factor of an array of equispaced elements can be expressed

as a polynomial, t~he"coefficients of which are used to determine the array

excitation coefficients. Dolph 9 designed a theoretical optimum broadside

array with equispaced elements making use of the properties of the

Tchebyscheff polynomials. DuHamell 0 extended boiph's method to the case

of an end-fire array with equispaced elements. For an arbitrary pattern,

Woodward and Lawson"t have given a method of designing a linear array of

equispaced elements which will produce a space factor that exactly equals

a desired space factor in a number of directions in space which are chosen

equidistant in sin 0, 0 being the angle between the normal to the array

axis and the direction of observation.

The space factor of an array of equispaced elements is a periodic

function. It is thus generally necessary to choose the interelement

spacing not larger than one half wavelength in order to avoid more than

one period of the space factor appearing in visible space. In special

cases, where more than one period of the space factor can be allowed in

References are listed at the end of the sectien.
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visible space, a larger spacing can be chosen. For example, the spacing

can be close to one wavelength for a broadside array before several pencil

beams will appear.

Spacings of less than ona-half wavelength are not very practical.

with such small spacings, the coupling between the elements of the array

will be strong, and the prescribed excitation coefficients of the*array"

may be hard to realize. Therefore, a linear array of equispaced elements

can seldom be used to cover a large bandwidth.

For arrays with variable inLerelement spacings, a prescribed space

factor can be approximated more closely than with constant spacings. The

reason for this is that, by choosing the spacings as independent variables,

an additional degree of freedom is gained which can be used to control the

radiation pattern. This has been discussed.by Unz.1 Very often, however,

a good approximation to a space factor that is given in advance can still

only be obtained when the average interelement spacing is not larger than

one-helf'wavelength. As an example, an array where the elements are

spaced according to the zeros of a Legendre polynomial of the same order

as the number of elements can be made to approximate a given space factor

very closely; however, the average interelement spacing-must be less than

one-half wavelength.
3

When the array is to be used as a directional, antenna with high

resolution rather than high gain, the unequally spaced array will, how-

ever, often be much superior to the equispaced array. The unequally

spaced array requires fewer elements to produce a certain resolution, and

the main beam can be steered over a larger frequendy bandwidth- than is

possible with an equispaced array However, there is a lower limit to

the side-lobe level attainable.

None of the theoretical methods of synthesis mentioned above can be

used for variable element spacings, since these methods take as their

starting point space factors that can be expressed -as polynomials. An

analysis of various directional arrays with variable spacings has been

made by King, Packard, and Thomas. 2 In that analysis, "all elements are

excited identically, and the average element spacing is larger than

one wavelength.

Directional arrays with variable spacings have been investigated by

a perturbation method by B. F. Harringtou, 8 with the purpose.of reducing
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the side-lobe level of an array with constant excitations. The side-lobe

reduction achieved by Farrington is only effective when the average element

spacing is less than some maximum value between one-half and one wavelength.

Since no adequate theory exists for designing directional linear arrays

with large variabl'e interelement, spacings, some experiments have been per-

formed using analog and digital computer techniques to get some insight

in the properties of these arrays. The results of these experiments will

be reported and discussed. Only symmetric linear arrays with a constant

magnitude of excitation have been studied. The-excitation of the elements

was chosen to be constant, since that will result in-the maximum gain from

a given number of elements, neglecting mutual effects.

2i G&NuaA 1

Restricting the anialysis to arrays with odd numbers of elements, the

space factor of a symmetric linear array with 2N + 1 elements radiating

broadside is given by

N

G(O) E c A cos (kz sin 0) (ITI-I)n=o n l

where A is the real ercitation of the n4h element pair away from the

ceziter element, and z is the distance from the elements of this pair to

the center element as shown in Flig. III-1. e. is Neumann's number de-

fined by

S•for n = 0

na

2for nt >0

The excitations A. are normalized so that the space factor has its maxi-

mum value, inity, in the broadside direction 0 0, i.e.,

N> • = 1
n=0 n

The angle 9 is the angle ýetween the direction of observation and the

-broadside direction; k 271/4 is the intrinsic, propagation constant; and

X is the free-space wavelength.
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FIG. 111-1

SYMMETRIC JINEAR ARRAY WITH 2N + I ELEMENTS

To steer the main beam t;o a direction L - 60, the phase of excitation

of the elements shall vary linearly along the array axis so that the exci-

.tation of the nth element pair becomes A -e±jksi ilO0 with the time factor

ei".t The space factor will then be given by

Ar

CC&) Z 0 e .4n no [kz h(si 8 - sin 001 (If-2)

Except for a translation of sin 0. alang a sin a axis, this space ihacor

is the sami as that for thd broadaide array. Therefore, the beam-steering

properties of the array can he seen immediately, once the broadside radli-

ation pattern is known. As we shall Bee below, steerability is achieved

at the expense of bandwidth.

The computations reported in the following are applied directly to

broadside arrays. The oynthesiaed radiation patterns have been platted

as a function of daviX sin 6, where d., ia the average interelement spacing

in the array. If the maximum value of d/X sin 0 that can be used before

a side lobe will exceed the synthesized side-lobe level is w,, and if the
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main lobe is to be steered within the range -00 0 g o in space, then

it is necessary that-

ddav
(1 + sin 6.) < 0

The shortest wavelength at which the array can be operated, XmiI, is

therefore given by

al
-- ,1 + sin 0 = W0 (111-3)

Theoretically, the array can be operated at any wavelength exceeding "

However, if some of the spacings in the array are smaller than one-half

wavelength, difficulties will be encountered in realizing the array due

to mutual coupling between elements. Therefore, we shall define a largest

operating wavelength, omae Of the array by the relation

ka 2dmt (111-4)

where dmi, is the smallest spacing between adjacent elements in the array.

Define the maximum bandwidth of the array by

•ma•

B *

and, with reference to Eq. (III-3), the steerability of the array by

1 + sin 0 0

which iareeases from one to two when the beam steering range about the

broadside directionis increased from zero to cover the whole visible space.

The product of the bandwidth and the steerability (see Eq. (111-3)] is then

given by

B(l + sin 0)= -2w (111-5)
d Id. In



W0 may also be interpreted as the maximum average interelement spacing,

measured in wavelengths, that can be used in a broadside array before

side lobes stronger thau the synthesized side-lobe level appear in space.

Since the right-hand side of this equatioa is a constant that is charac-

teristic of the array, steerability is achieved at the expense of narrowed

bandwidth, and vice versa. The product of bandwidth and steerability in-

creases as the ratio between the average and the smallest interelement

spacing decreases. This does nopt mean that the array with constant inter-

element spacings is better than an array with variable interelement

spacings, since w0 can be made much larger for an array with variable

interelement spacings than for an array with constant interelement spac-

ings. Actually, the maximum value of w0 for an array with constant

interelement spacings is only slightly less than 1. The product of

bandwidth and ateerability is, therefore, only slightly less than 2 for

the array with constant interelement spacings. Since a product of 2 is

required to steer the main beam through all directions of space at a

single frequency, this array cannot even be used to obtain complete

steerability at one frequency. Most of the arrays syffthesized in the

following have bandwidth-steerability products much larger than 2 and

hence will have complete sLeerabilicy over a finite bandwidth.

Given the width of the main lobe of the radiation pattern apd the

number of elements of a broadside array, the computations described

below will determine

(I) The total length of the array required to produce
the given width of the maic lobe

(2) The element positions with an attempt to minimize

the side-lobe level.

The beamwidth of the main lobe is rather insensitive to changes of

the element positions and to the total number of elements; it depends

primarily on the total length of the array. Unless the excitations of

the elements are strongly tapered, and the interelement spacings vary

wildly,'the following formula car be used with reasonable accuracy for

determining the total length, L, of a broadside array required to produce

a 3-db beamwidth, AO, where it is assured that AO << 1 radian

36 _ -- * (II1-6,
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When the array length has been chosen, the distance of the end elements

to the array center is

2

Broadside arrays with variable interelement spacings are of great

practical importance when the average spacing is larger, Orefe'rably much

larger than one wavelength. For such arrays, the'number of elements used

in conventional arrays to obtain given directional. characteristics can

be markedly reduced. Therefore, only arrays with large average inter-

element spacings will be considered. Because the elements are assumed

to be spaced much more than one wavelength apart, the achievable side-lobe

level will he expected to have a lower limit. This can perhaps best be

understood by considering first a broadside array of equispaced omni-

directional elements. To avoid strong grating lobes in the. radiation

pattern; the spacing between neighboring elements must be smaller than

about one wavelength. If the spacing in the equispaced broadside array

is allowed to exceed one wavelength, the beamwidth of the main beam be-

comes smaller. However, at the same time.a number of grating lobes with

the same level as the main lobe appear in space. These grating lobes

can be suppressed to some extent without influencing the level of the

main lobe and without influencing appreciably the beamwidth of the main

beam by suitably rearranging the elements of the array. However, the

lobes outside of the main beam cannot be suppressed to an arbitrarily

low level. The lowest obtainable side-lobe level depends in particular

on the number of elements used in the array; the larger the number of

elements, the lower the theoretical limit of the side-lobe level. This

theoretical limit of the side-lobe level pan be predicted very easily for

the case of a very long array. For such arrays, the beamwidth of the

main lobe depends essentially upon the length of the array and only

slightly:on the number of elements in the array and on the way the ele-

ments, have been arranged. As the length of an array with a constant

number of elements is increased, the power radiated into the main lobe

decreases and very soon becomes negligible compared to the power radiated

in the side lobes.12 Consequently, the average gain in the side-lobe

region is very nearly unity. The lowest level to whilh the highest side

lobe can be suppressed depends on the arrangemenrt of the elements in the
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array. If the array could be designed to have equal side lobes, the

lowest obtainable side-lobe level would be -(G - 3) db, where G is the

gain of the array in the principal direction, when it is assumed that the

space factor oscillates rapidly in the side-lobe region. When all ele..

ments are given the same exaitation and mutual couplings are neglected

the array gain equals the number of array elements. The theoretical lower

limit for the side-lobe level then is

B w -10 -log 2-~ db (111-7)

where M is the number of array elements. According to this formula, lower

side-lobe levels can be obtained with more elements in an array. However,

the optimum space factor of an unequally spaced array will usually not

have equal side lobes, but will contain a number of side lobes that are

stronger than the rest. For this r6ason, the minimum.gbtainable side-lobe

level is higher than given by Eq. (III-7), although it has not been pos-

sible to predict just how much higher.

Equation (III-7) is an approximate expression for the theoretical

lower limi.t of the side-lobe level. *A more accurate expression will now

be derived. Assume that each element of an array of M elements is fed

by the power P. Neglecting mutua'l effects, and assuming each element to

be an isotropic radiator, the power gain of the array is M. The power

radiated per steradian in the principal direction then is

M2 P

47T

According to Eq. (111-6), the 3-db beamwidth of the main lobe is approiri-

mately X/L when L >> X where L is the array length. The power radiated

in the main lobe therefore is approximately

x
P 0  = M 2P -

2L

The power radiated into the side-lobe region is thus

MMP I M 2
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where dav is the average interelement spacing in the array. The average

powerdensity in the side-lobe region accordingly is

10 log M ) db

2dav

less than the power density in the principal direction. When the space

factor oscillates rapidly in the side-lobe region we conclude that the

theoretica'l lower limit of the side-lobe level is

B =-10 log 2~ 10 log db . (111-8)

1--
2d

It will be noted that Eqs. (IIl-7) and (111-8) give the same result for

d >> X, and that Eq.. (111-8) predicts a lower side-lobe level for

smaller spacings.

3. ARRAY COMPUTATIONS

a. GENERAL

In the computations. described below the positions of the ele-

ments. of an array have been changed in an attempt to further reduce the

side-lobe level. Unfortunately, the problem of finding optimum arrays

with variable interelement spacings, i.e., arrays for which the side-lobe

level cannot be reduced by making small changes of the positions of the

elements (excluding end elements), does not have a unique solution, but

there are n~umerous"optimumr" solutions which lead to different element

arrangements and to different side-lobe levels. Which one of these solu-

tions will be found in the computations will depend upon the initial array

chosen, i.e., the array with which one starts the computations. The com-

putations will systematically change the element positions in such a way

as to further reduce the side-lobe level. As the maximum side-lobe level

is reduced during the computations, more and more side lobes approach

close to this level. However, there will probably be a lingit to the

number of side lobes reaching the maximum side-lobe level. It is reason-

able to expect that if there are N element positions which are varied to
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improve the over-all side-lobe level, then one can improve the side-lobe

level only as long as the radiation pattern contains less than about 9

side lobes reaching the maximum side-lobe level. When about N side lobes

have reached the maximum side-lobe level, it is unlikely, although not

impossible, that any improvement of the radiation pattern can be obtained

by further small changes in t~he element positions.

b. COMPUTATIONS WITH ANALOG COMPUTER

Analog machines have sometimes been used to synthesize linear

and planar arrays. 13,14,15 An analog computer is particularly suitable for

the design of symmetric linear arrays and compares favorably with a digital

computer. According to Eq. (111-4), the space factor of a symmetric,

linear, unequally spaced array is a sum of cosine-functions. In the au-

alog computer, these cosine-functiqns can be simulated by harmonic but

nonharmonically related electrical oscillations. By combining the oscil-

lations according to the space factor Eq. (111-1), and displaying the

resulting time function on the screen of a cathode-ray oscillograph, it

is. a simple matter to observe the radiation pattern of an unequally spaced

linear array

Let the time function formed by the analog computer be

lv
V(t0 Z V cos (, t) (I1-9)

n=o

where Vn is the amplitude and r)n the angular frequency of the nth oscil-

lation. The relations expressing the analog between the space factor

Eq. (III-1), and the time function, Eq. (11-9), are immediately seen. to be

V = e A (III-10)

and

c t kz sin 0 (III-11)
n n

Introducing the frequency f, rather than the angular frequency 0,)n

Eq. (III-11) is reduced to

f/t -- sin 6 (111-12)
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The computations aie ztarted at the time t " 0 with all oscil-

lations iri the same phase. The time function, Eq. (111-9), is displayed

in a time interval T thati; according to Eq, (T11-12), is related to the

maximum used frequency fy an•l the array length L as follows

INT L (1-3fNT - --ZN (I-3

From Eq, (111-12) it is then deduced that

sin (111-14)
T

and

2 -- 
( IIn-15)

fN L

When the analog computer is capable of computing the space

factor several times per second, the element positions*and excitations

can be varied manually, and, by observing the effects on the radiation

pattern, it is expected that a near-optimum array can soon be found.

Since a fast analog computer was not available, only a few

arrays were synthesized by analog-computer techniques. Results obtained

for an eleven-element array with an average spacing of three wavelengths

were slightly improved by a digital computer. These results will be

presented in Part A-3-c.

C. COMPUTATIONS WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER

Although the array synthesis problem is particularly well

suited for an analog computer, it may be worthwhile also to attempt

solving the problem with a digital computer. The use of a digital com-

puter for array synthesis problemns may become more expensive than the

use of an analog computer; however, the digital computer can solve the

problem with much higher accuracy. This is of particular value in the

final stages of the computations where a reasonably good array has already

been obtained and it is desi'red to further improve this array by very

small changes in the element positions. In these final steps of the
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computatiens the element positions are changed in a very systematic way.'

and the logic used in the code for a digital computer becomes corre-

spondingly simple.

The time used by the digital computer to compute one radiation

pattern to determine the side-lobe level depends on the number of elements

in the array, on the array length, and on the number of element positions

that are being changed between consecutive computations of two patterns.

As an example, the optimum positions of one pair of elements of a 51-element

array with average spacing 3X were determined by the computer in an average

time of about six minutes. The time used by a fast analog computer to

display the same pattern could probably be reduced to less than ten seconds,,

depending on the accuracy called for. In the initial steps of the computa-

tions where very high accuracy is not required, and where the element

positions may have to be. cha~nged a considerable number of times, often in

a very unsystematic way, a fast analog computer should, therefore, be con-

sidered superior to a digital computer.

The computations described below were made on a Burroughs 220

computer available in Stanford Research Institute. When an initial array

is led into the computer, the machine computes the side-lobe level of the

pattern of this array. One of the elements of the arra-y is then moved to

one side of its initial position, first in coarse steps of about one-sixth

of a wavelength, then in fine steps of about one-sixtieth of a wavelength;

the side-lobe level is computed after each change of element position,

until the position giving the lowest side-lobe level has been found. Here-

after, the element is moved to the other side of its initial position in

a similar way to find the best element position on this side of the iitLial

position. (One or both of these better positions may eventually coincide

with the initial position.) Henceforth, the-computer compares the side-lobe

levels for these two'positions of the element and rejects the position

giving the higher side-lobe level. With the better element position, the

computer proceeds to perform the same type of changes of the position of

the next element of the array, and so- forth. When the positions of all

elements except for the center element and the end elements have been suc-

cessively changed, a new loop of computations is started. Computations

are continued until the improvement of the side-lobe level obtained for 01e

lagt loop is smaller than a certain number. The number of computational

loops needed to arrive at the best array was in no case more than four.
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Computatio•s were made with the objective of syntheszing sym-
metrical arrays with 11, 21. and 51 olements each, The lor.•;=ts were given
the same excitation, and the average spacing was held constant and equal

to 2 or 3 wavelengths during the computlations. The initial arrays fed into
the computer are summarized in Table III-1. A description of these arralys

will 3e given below.

The synthesized radiation TABLE T11-1

INITIAL ARRAYS USED IN COMPUTATIONS
,patterns for broadside opearation are WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER

shown in Figs. 111-2 to III-10. In
these figures, the side lobes are INITIAL

ARRAY DESCRIPTION

shown on the same side. The pat- NO.

terns are normalized to unity and 1 Uniform array
2 Array found witha analog computer

are plotted as functions of 3 Controlled cosines array
d./X sin 0. After the best posi- 4 Legendre array.

tions of the elements of an array
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SPACE FACTOR OF 51-ELEMENT ARRAY SYNTHESIZED
FROM INITIAL ARRAY 3-d --- 3Xav

were determined, the final radiation pattern was computed over a larger
range of d.,,/, sin 0 than was used in synthesizing the array. As 6hown

in the figures, the arrays can in most cases be used over a somewhat
larger range than the range of computation without increasing Lhe synthe-"

sized side-lobe level.

The data of the initial arrays and of the arrays synthesized

from the initial arrays are presented in Tables 111-2 and 111-3 for

11-element ar'ray.s, in Tables 111-4 and II-S for 2 1 -elewent arrays, and
in Tables 111-6 and III-? for a 51-element array. All element positions

in Tables 111-2, 111-4 and II-6 are normalized to unity for the end ele-
ments. Also in these tables, the maximum array length, the maximum av-

erage spacing and the minimum spacing that can be used before the side-lobe
level will exceed the synthesized side-lobe level, can be found. Thb

average spacing associated with the initial arrays in these tables shall

be interpreted as the average spacing for which computations were made.

The minimum spacing determines the maximum product of bandwidth and steer-
ability, Eq. (III-5), for which the side-lobe level of the array will not

exceed the synthesized level and no spacing will be smaller tian one-half
wavelength. This product is listed in Tables 111-3, 111-5, and iii-7.
The properties of the broadside array, as characterized by the 3-db beam-
width of the main lobe, the side-lobe level, and the approximate gain ave
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TABLE 111-2

11-ELEMENT ARRAYS SYNTHESIZED WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER

ARRAY AVERAGE MINIMUM NORMALIZED ELEMENT POSITIONS RAD.
LENGTH SPACING SPACING P .. S..ON PATTERNARRAY IN IN IN z0  z1  z2  z3  Z4 FIG.

WAVELENGTHS WAVELENGTHS WAVELENGTHS NO.

Initial Array 1 -- 3.0 " -- 0.000 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.800 1.000 --

Synthesized Array 38.3 3.83 1.91 0.000 0.248 0.348 0.607 0.822 1.000 2

ITiitial Array 2 -- 3.0 .- 0.000 0.178 0.383 0.561 0.682 1.000 --

Synthesized Array 31.6 3.16 .1.85 0.000 0.179 0.384 0.560 0.677 1.000 3

Initial Array 3 -- 3.0 -- 0.000 0.128 0.282 0.462 0.692 1.000 --

Synthesized Array 37.5 1 3.75 2.02 0.000 0.108 0.264 0.460 0.694 1.000 4

Initial Array 3 -- 2•.0 - 0 .000 0.128 0.282 0.462 0.692 1.000 --

Synthesized Array 21.6 2.15 1.11 0.000 0.179 0.282 0.460 0.684 1.000 S

Initial Array 4 -- 3.0 -- 0.000 0.276 0.531 0.746 0.907 1.000
Synthesized Array 33.5 3.35 1.62 0.000 0.292 0.480 0.761 0.903 1.000

Initial Array 4 -- 2.0 -- 0.000 0.276 0.531 0.746 0.907 1.000 --

Synthesized Array 21.3 2.13 0.98 0.000 0.283 0.546 0.741 0.908 1.000 7

TABLE 111-3

RADIATION PATTERN DATA OF 11-ELEMENT ARIAYS SYNTHESIZED
WITH DIGITAL COMPUTER

SIDE-LOBE dDOLPH-ARRAY
AVERAGE BANDWIDTLE 3 db WITH SAME RAD.
SPACING H LEVEL BEAMWIDTH GAIN PATTERN DATA PATTERN

ARRAY IN x STEERABILITY OF db FIG.

WAVELENGTHS +sitdb MAIN LOBE Number of Gain NO.
Elements db

Initial Array 1 3.0 -- 1.000 0 .. .. . . .

Synthesized Array 3.83 3.8 0.608 -4.3 1.20 10.4 29 7.0 2

Initial Array 2 3.0 -- 0.541 -5.3 -- . .... . .

Synthesized Array 3.16 3.7 0.522 -5.6 1.50 10.4 25 8.0 3

Initial Array 3 3.0 -- " 0.723 -2.8 .. .. .. .

Synthesized Array 3.75 4.0 0.558 -5.1 1.4Q 10.4 26 7.7 4

I n i t i a l A r r a y 3 2 .0 -- 0 . 7 2 3 - 2 . 8 . . . .. . . .

Synthesized Array 2.16 2.2 0.526 -5.6 2.40 10.4 16 7.8 5

Initial Array 4 3.0 -- 0.764 -2.3 .. .. ....

Synthesized Array 3.35 3.2 0.571 -4.9 1 .20 10.4 30 7.5 6
Initial Array 4 2.0 - 0.628 -4.0 ...
Synthesized Array 2.13 1.9 0.523 -5.6 1.9e 10.4 19 7.9 7
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also presented in these tables. To further eamphasize the advantages of

using variable interelement spacings, we list also the number of elements

and the gain oZ a Dolph-Tchebyscheff array that has constant spacings

slightly smaller than one.wavelength, eand produces the same beamwidth and

the same side-lobe level as the synthesized arrays.

The initial eleven-element arrays fed into the digital computer

were chosen to try out several characteristic types of element arrangements.

Initial Array 1 is the uniformly spaced array which has 0-db side lobes.

The pattern of the array synthesized from this initial array is shown in

Fig. 1II-2.

Initial Array 2 is an array found with the analog computer. The

side-lobe level of this array was improved by 0.3 db by the digital com-

puter, see Fig. 11-3. This array is the best of all the eleven-clement

arrays investigated. TIieainterelement spacings of the array are seen to

vary in an unsystematic way along the array axis.

Initial Array 3 is an array designed by a method of"controlled

cosines," as suggested by King, Packard, and Thomas. 2 The spacings of

this array increase from the center toward the end elements of the -rray;

Computations on eleven-element arrays were made for average spacings 3k

and 2%, see Figs. 111-4 and 111-5. As expected, a lower side-lobe level

can be obtained with the smaller average spacing. The side-lobe levels

of these arrays are not too much different from those of the arrays syn-

thesized from Initial Array 4, which has its elements placed according to

the zeros of a Legendre polynomial of eleventh order, see Figs. 111-6 and

111-7. However, the beamwidth is smaller for the Legendre arrays. This

is characteristic of arrays whose interelement spacings decrease from the

center toward the ends of the array.

From the experiments with eleven-element arrays, no clear indica-

tion has been obtained as to which element arrangements might lead to great

improvements of the side-lobe level.

King, Thomas, and Packard 2 designed a 21-element array whose

everage interelement spacing for broadside operation can be as high as

nearly 4 wavelengths, with a side-lobe level of -5.2 db. This array was

designed according to a method of "controlled cosines." By using &his

array as the initial array for the digital computer, it was possible to

cbtain a side-lobe level of -7.4 db with an average spacing of 3.8 wave-

lengths, see Fig. 111-8. When computations are started with an average
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spacing of 2 wavelengths, the side-lobe level can be reduced to -8.5 db,

see Fig. rii-9.

The result of computations on a 51-element array ik shown'in

Fig. 111-10. With an average spacing of 3.2 wavelengths, the side-lobe

level could be reduced to -10.5 db.

As expected from Eqs. (111-.7) and (III-8), it is found that

lower side-lobe levels.can be obtained if more elements are included in

an array. The best of the arrays described above have side-lobe levels

of -5.6 db for an 11-element array, -8.5 db for a 21.-element array, and

-10,5 db for a 51-element array, For comparison-the theoretical lower

limits of the side-lobe level as predicted from Eq. (111-8) are -8.1 db,

-10.8 cb, and. -14.5 db, respectively. It should again be pointed out that

these theoretical limits are unattainable since they assume that all side

lobes are of equal amplitude.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the computations'of the

space factor of symmetric linear arrays having constant excitations and

variable interelement spacings

The side-lobe level depends primarily on the number of elements in

the array and only very little on the average spacing when the average

spacing exceeds about 2 wavelengths.

The 3-db beamwidth of the main lobe depends primarily on the length

of the array.

Comparisons of variable spacing arrays with Dolph-Tchebyscheff arrays

producing the same beamwidth and side-lobe levels show that the variable-

spacing arrays have significantly fewer elements, at least 'for the moderate

side-lobe levels considered in this study.

'Tbe product of bandwidth and steerability can be made much larger

than for conventional equispaced arrays.

The problem of synthesizing an array with variable interelement 9pacings

to reduce the side-lobe level so that small changes of the array elemeot

positicons will not improve the side-lobe level further 4oes not have a unique

solution; instead, there are numerous solutions with different side-lobe

levels.
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In the initial steps'of the synthesis of an array with variable

interelement spacings, the main problem is to find some array whose side-

lobe level can be improved more than, or as much as, any other array by

small changes of the array element positions. The solution of this prob-

lem should preferably be approached by theory, although ,o theory has yet

been developed Lacking this theory, a fast analog computer is recommeaded

to find approximate solutions. The final steps of the synthesis problem

should preferably be solved by a digital computer.

B. LINEAR ARRAYS WITH CONSTANT. INTERELEMENT SPACINGS

I. INTRODUCTION

An important (and unsolved) problem in the theory of linear antennas

is the following. Let a number of identical radiators be symmetrically

spaced along a line. Suppose that each radiator is energized with the

same frequency and phase. How should the amplitudes be related for maxi-

mum broadside directivity (see Fig. III-!1)?

e/
* \\ .* N

00'0

I 2 3 OST _

FIG. I11-11

THE FAR FIELD

If the phases are allowed not to be equal, but all are required to

be either in step or exactly 180 degrees out of step [every phase is either

W(t) or 1800 + 0(t)] the problem is more tractable. Solutions to the prob-

lem when the number of equally spaced radiators is odd and spacing and

wavelength are fixed can be found in a number of articles.6lg4 In this

part, however, the problem will be made more precise mathematically, the

solution will be rederived, and the best constant spacing will be found

for maximum dirertivity. The solvtion to the problem for an even nunmber
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Q1 radiators is considerably differen tfromr tte solttion for an odd number

of Tadiators. This difference is pointed out by 1ýiblet;n some authors,

including some text-book authors, seern to be unaware of this difference.

2. Tnl FAn FIELD

a. GENERAL.

The desired far-field pattern is pictured in Fig. 111-12. A

-certain small positive angle e is given; the problem is to make the far.-

field amplitude as close to zero as possible in all directions outside

C. while keeping the amplitude I in the direction 0 0.

/

III

FIG. 111-12

DESIRED FAR-FIELD PATTERN
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Suppose each of 9 sources (Fig. 1Ill-1) is emitbing a sinusoldal

signal at frequency f. At time t, the instantaneous amplitude of the sig-

nial received from the pth source at distance R from that source is

p

where e is the speed of wave propagation. The instantaneous amp'litude of

the far field of the linear array in the direction 0 is then

N
Be M A' exp {j 2nf[t - (i - d sin O)/1)}

p~l P P

Be exp [j 27if(t -R/c)] Z A' exp (j 27f d sin 0/c)

where d is the distance of the pth source from the origin 0 on the line of

sources and B is the distance of the far-field point from the origin.

The maximum amplitdde of the far-field sigaal'is

IG Z AP' exp Li 27T(d/?') sine])

where e/f hae been repiaced by its equal, the wavelength X. Quantity G

is the "radiation pattern" for an array of isotropic radiators or the

"apace factor" for other types of radiators and is the quantity being

optimized here.

The array is assumed to be symmetrical; that is

A; - A'P~

If N is even,

2~ A' cos [27i(d /X) sin 6
F 59
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while if A' is odds

A *•2 A' cos [27(d,/X) sin 6]
pSl'

Finally, if the sources are all in phase, the A' are all positive multiples

of the same complex number of magnitude unity, so that IC! is Lhe magnitude

of the real function

(N even) G - E A cos (kd sin a) 0 I N 2n
P' P

(N'odd) G - A+I + 7 A cos (kd sin 1) , N 2n + 1
2 p=l

with
A -= 21A;j

and k the intrinsic propagation constant, k = 27T/X. The symmetries of the

sine and cosine functions show that C is determined if G is known for

It is now assumed that the sources are equally spaced. This

means, after a renumbering of the radiators from the center out, forNodd

d -X , p = 1,2,...

but for N even,

d ý (2p- 1)d , 1 - ,2,..,

as shown in Fig. 111-13.

b. THE CASE FOR V ODD

The problem when. N is odd may be stated as follows (Fig. 11-12).

Choose positive constants A 0, AI, , A so that (1/2•Ac.+A 1 ÷... +A" 1

avd so that

G .-A 0 + I A coo (pkd! sin 0)
Pfl P
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2 3 4

(a -0 ]0 1 2 • 40

--- ---- 0- 0 0 -0)-

FIG. I If-13

SYMMETRICALLY PLACED, EQUAlLY SPACED RADIATORS
(a) ODD NUMBER OF RADIATORS, N z 9
(b) EVER NUMBER OF RADIATORS. N- a

is as close to zero as possible for 4 between c and ff/2 inclusive. The

problem is noe solved below; instead the A are permitted to be positive

or negative, so that the radiators are all in phase or 180 degrees out

of phase. The formulation of the problem is nevertheless slightly more

precise than appears in lefas. 16-24. Moreover, the spacing d , is found

which corresponds to lowest side-lobe level; it is

dI -- X/( + sin E)

i. Preliminary Reductions

Since sin & increases on e < 6 < r/2 one may use

z kdI sinO

as an independent variable:

1
G -A, + Z A cos pz . (11-16)

2F=~z1  P'

The interval of minimization is kdW sin 6 < Z <_kd1 .

If an integral multiple of 2v lies on this interval.,. then at

such a point z - 2rq and

G A0 + X A 1 by assumption2 falI



Thus no reduction of max IGI below its value at. 0 = 0 is achieved. For

kd 1 to minimize 1GI, kdW must satisfy the inequalities

27rq < kdj sin c < kd1 < 27T(q + 1)

for some integer q.

From the first and last of these inequalities

217q < kd, sin e < 27T(q + 1) sin

or

q < (q + 1) Sin

If sin C < 1/2, as it will be in any practical case, q is nedessarily

zero and

0 < kdI sin s < kd1 < 277 (111-17)

Since cos pz may be written as a polynomial of degree p in cos z•
0 may be written f-3 a polynomial of degree n in cos z:

n

G = B0 + X B (cos z)P
p=

1  P

For any UdI satisfying Eq. (111-17), the maximum M and minimum m values

of cos x on kdj sin 6 < z < kdj satisfy

-l < m < COS z < M ( 1 (111-18)

An appropriate linear transformation spreads the interval (moM)

over (-1,I):

2 cos z - M -
X

Mm

or

1
•os z E - ([M - m)x I M + m)
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runation G is thus a polynomial of degree n in x:

G = Co + _ C xP . (111-19)
p=

1  P

Furthermore, the point x 0 , where z - 0, lies outside the interval (-1,1).

2 -M-m
XO0 M In

where, by Eq. (111-18),

2M -M mx0 >
M m

= 1

ii. Solution to the Problem

For any kd 1 satisfying Eq. (111-17), it has been shown that C

is a polynomial of degree n in x with as small a maximum absolute value

as possible on -1 < x < 1 while taking th'e value G 1 at x = x 0 . As

proved in Appendix A, the solution for G in this form is unique and is

giYen by Lbe Tohebyscheff polynomial

7'(x) =- 21"cos (n arc.cos x) = 2-( + /• 2
- 1)"+ 2"(x -+v ,

G T n(x).T (o) (I11-20)

The coefficients C in Eq. (IIT.19) for C are thus obtained. Following

through the transformations gives the A waated.

The preliminary result is

(-) 12 2? (n -r) n

O(X)o) c • r I % O- r!-•(A - 2r - (- - ,r

vur-21 u•° cos (i - 2q)z ,
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where

v -M + m)/2, u (M - m)/2

T(x 0 ) 2
1 -' cosh (n arc cosh xO).

By changing the order of summations, one finds the coefficients

in Eq. (III-16) to be

[t .- y),/4 a-2 •

A f (... n 2 n-2 r-1,n-
2 

r-1.
2 

P

T, n(, r-

1-p even

(111-21.)

where

(n -
D .r.. P 9 r!(n -- r - Z)!.[1/2(1 - p)]! [1/2(l + p)]

The symbol 1(n - p)/21 denotes the integral part of (n -p)12,

i.e., (n - p)/ 2 if n - p is even; (n - p - U1/2 otherwise.

It remains to choose kd1 to reduce max IGI on 6 < 0 < 7i/2 as

much as may be. The final forn, Eq. (111-20), shows that the value of

kd1 which minimizes tGJ is that for which JT,(x 0 )I is as large as possible.

Since JT,(x)I is an increasing function on I < x, IT,(x 0 )j i' maximized

if x0 is. Thus W, is to be chosen so that

2X-0 (II-22)

ia ar large as may be.

9i and m are functions of W, on 0 < UdI < 271:

[ cos kd1 0< kd 1  7r

-1 7T <_ kdl < 277

(The constanU value of in on tke second range is due to the fact that,

with sin e < 1/2, 7r < kd1 < 217 implies kd 1 sin e < Tr < kdl.)
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Cos (kd 1 sin 6) 0 < kdI < b

M=

cos kd 1  b < kdL < 27

where b is the.solution of

cos (b sin 6) cos b

2bT

1 + sin

One may note that 7r < b < 27T.

Substituting these values for m and M into Eq. (II-22) gives

2 - cos (kd 1 sin e) - cos kd1
cos (kd 1 sin E) - cos kd! 0 < kdI < 7

3 '- cos (kdW sin E)3 , 17< kdt 1 b
X6 CQs (kd1 sin 6) + 1 - --

3 - cos kd1
Cos kdI + Ib < kdl < 21r

cos kd 1 +1 ' -- <2n

These forms may be written

2(1 - cos kd 1 )
-1 on 0 < kd1 1

Cos (kd 1 sin E) - cos kd1

4
cos (kd 1 sin e) -1n

4
-l on b < kd 1 < 21r

cos kd 1 + 1

As kd! increases on the respective ranges, the first form in-

creases (see the lemma i4 Appendix A); the seond form also increases,

aad the uhird form decreases, the latter two statements being obvious.

Thus, since x0 is continuous, it is a maximum for kd 1 = b = 27T/(1 + sin E).
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iii. Thc Case for a = ) )V )

With n 1, the optimum y is

G -
x0

where

kd 1  

2

1 + sin c

M cos kdI

2 cos z + 1 - cos kd 1

1 + cos kd 1

z= kd, sin 6

and

3 - cos kd 1
x0 =

1 + cos kd 1

Explicitly

(1 - cos kd 1 ) + 2 cos (kd 1 sin 6)
3 - cos kd 1

Since the constant term and the coefficient of cos z in the form

for G are positive, this solution of the related problem for n - I is also

the solution of the given optimum antenna problem for n 1.

C. THE CASE FOR g EVEN

For N even, N a 2n, the problem is suggested by Figs. 111-12 and

111-13(b). Thu mathematical formulation-is as follows: given a positive

angla e, 0 < a < 1/2, find real (positive) constants AP I t, 1 1,., so that

A+ A2 + ... + A = 1
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4

and so that

n

G 7 - A cos (kd sin 6)
p=l P

is as near zero as possible for values of 0 between E and 77/2 inclusive

Again it is assumed that the sources are equally spaced, and the restric-.

tion that AP be positive is lifted. Thus,

pA

C a > A cos [(2p - 1) kd 1 sin 0)
p=l P

i. Preliminary redactions are similar to those in the case for

N odd. Set z.= kd 1 sin 0, then

n

G - X A cos [(2p - 1) z) ; (111-23)
pal P

the interval of minimization is kd1 sin a 5 z I kd1 . By expanding

cos [(2p*- 1) z], one sees that 0 is a polynomial in cos z

N-I N-I
G = 2 B (cos z)P T_ B P , z , (111-24)

p=l P P=l P

but now, G must be an odd polynomial [if even indices occur in Eq. (III-24),
Eq. (111-24) cannot be reduced to Eq. (111-23)]. A linear transformation

Qf the 7-coordinate, like 7 = (2 cos z - M - m)/(M - m), is not indicated,

since such a transformation would change Eq. (111-24) into another poly-

nomial, and by this change conceal the fact that Eq. (111-24) is an odd

polynomial.

It is again desirable to denote the maximum and minimum values

of cos z on the interval kd 1 sin e ! z • kd 1 by M, m, and to remark that

- M m cos z M < 1

There are four cases:

(i) M= -l ,
(ii) -i < m 0 < M or -1 m < 0 M

(iii) -1 < m < M < 0
(iv) 0 < m < M.
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li. SoZution to the Problem

In the case where m G-1, takes the value -1 in the interval

kd1 aia c i z 81kd since

GIeos z•- G .los ,-0-15 "G U -1

Hence no directivity can be achieved. This case occurs when and only

when kdf l , i*.e., when the spacing is one wavelength or more.

Tn the aecond case the solution turns out to be a Tchebyscheff

polynomial; in the third and fourth caseB, the solution is found in terms

of elliptic functions.

Now consider the second case in detail. The abstract problew

is the following. Find an odd polynomial in i, of degree N - 1, which has

the value 1 at = 1, and which is as near to 0 as possible for a $ F ! M.

The solution is G u TNI(7/D)/TNl(l1/D)1, where'D = max (1m;,M), a~nd Tr(x)

is the Tchebyscheff polynomial

2-'(x + V/x2 - 1)r + 2-'(x -Vx 2 - 1)r

The preceding statement is nearly obvious.. Make the magnification x =VD,

x0 = 1/D. Now if R(x) is any odd polynomial,

max IR(x) I = max jR(x) I
0Ol <l<l

Corollary 2 of Appendix A shows that TN.l(x)/T 1 .. l(xo) is indeed

the solution to the problem. When M and m have the same sign, the rea-

soning is'similar. whether the sign is negative (Case iii) or positive

(Case iv). [The third case, -1 < m < M < 0, can occur only if

cos (kd 1 sin E) • 0; the spacing between radiators must then be at least

V/(2 sin e), which contradicts the condition -1 < m in the practical ease

sin E < 1/2. Hence attention is restricted to Case iv, 0 < m < M < 1.]

In Case iv, it is convenient to make the change of variables

* = Y/M, *t o l/M, /t r m/M. It is required to find the odd polynomial R(x)

The fact that Tchebyscheff polynomials do not solve dhe problem In this case was pointed out by Riblet
in Ref. 17.
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of degree N - 1 which takes the value 1 at x : x0 , and which is as close

1o 0 as possible on AL ! x • 1. The, solution of -this problem is related

to the solution given by Achieseri in 1928 to a problem of Solatorev.

By employing Aehieser's solution in a manner parallel to that

for the Tchebyscheff case, the following result is obtained;

R(x) U(x)
U(xO)

/.L cn u (the square root is defined as
x

V/',2 n2u) ýL at az 0)

K

N- 1

1
U(x) = b N-1 F(u)

NI 2 N-2 K K-F(•) (< H ((0+L N -

HFýuN) 1 + J (N-1 )/2 +[H N/ K flN l)/

Fu)-+ - I
37TU

H(u) 6= 1 ( 2 1q sin -_ q/ sin -- +2K2K 2K "

22(-)'tq(2 t-I)
2 f4 sin (2t - 1)7Tu

2K

( u) = = 1 - 2q c o s --u + 2 q- C o s -7 - .
12K1  K7 q K

2 Cos flTTu
S2q K +I

K
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1 +2qc sj + 2q' cos 2ra-

- ex• *--' I *

2K IC

7TK
9 exp

K satisfies sn(K,k) = 1, and the modulus k in this relation is determined
by the equatian IL u an [.K/(N 1) ]. With k'V 1 - k2 , K' is defined b'y
rn (K',k') - 1. The graph of U(x)/U(xo) is shown in Fig. ;11-14.
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FIG. 111-14

GRAPH OF THE POLYNOMIAL DEFINED BY ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
(CASE iv, N 8 ILLUSTRATED.)
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IV VARIABLE,- BEAMWIDTH LEAKY-WAVE ANTENNAS

'A. GENERAL

For some applications it is desirable to have an antenna whose radia-

tion pattern can he changed in at least one plane. For example, in some

radar systems a fan-shaped beam is desirable during the search phase, but

a pencil beam is desirable during the tracking phase. An investigation

was conducted to determihe the variable-beamwidth capabilities of a leaky-

wave antenna such as shown in Fig. IV-1. This antenna consists of an

inductive sheet spaced over a solid metal wall, with a wave polarized in

the plane of the antenna propagating between the two sheets. The induc-

tive sheet may consist of an array of flat metal strips, as shown in

Fig. IV-l, or it may consist of an array of round wires. The transverse-

resonance condition has been used to determine the phase velocity and

rate of leakage along this type of antenna, and the results have been

experimentally shown to be extremely precise.1*

This type of antenna can

be designed to have a narrow HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED

E-plane beam by using a wide E LfNE SOURCE

plane aperture, as shown in Fig. I•.1

or by using a narrow leaky-wave an-

tenna as a line-source feed for a

parabolic cylinder reflector. ThbeH-

plane radiation pattern can

be controlled by the rate at

which energy is allowed to

leak out of the antenna, and

by the phase velocity along

the antenna. By suitable

choice of the amplitude dis-

tributioa, and by maintaining FIGo W-1

constant phase velocity aleng INDUCTIVE SHEET ANTENNA

the length of the antenna,

zaarrow H-plane beamwidth can

References are H!sted at the end of the section.



be obuainej. The approach that will be considered here for broadening

the H-plane radiation pattern is to produce a non-uniform phase velocity

along the length of the antenna by moving the solid metal wall with re-

speat to the inductive sheet. The resulting phase error will tend to

broaden thro main beam, and merge the side lobes with the main beam by

filling in the nulls between lobes.

In the first calculations, no attempt was made to control the shape

of the resultant broad beam. Antenna dimensions were chosen to give

constant phase velocity, and to give simple arbitrary amplitude distribu-

tions along *the length of the antenna. Sinusoidal and constant amplitude

distributions were used. The solid wall of each -antenna was then moved

in simple motions with respect to the grid, and the resultant radiation

patterns were then calculated. The results of these calculations are pre-

sented in See. IV-B. For the calculations made near the close of this

sfudy program, emphasis was placed on controlling the shape of the broad-

beam radiation patterns. For these calculations, the antenna dimensions

were chosen to synthesize maximally flat power patterns with half-power

widths of 45 degrees. The grid-to-solid-wall spacing was then modified

along the antenna to produce radiation patterns of narrower beam widths.

The results of these calculations are presented in See. IV-C.

B. DESIGNS BEGINNING WITH NARROW-BEAM ANTENNAS

1. ANTENNAS A AND B

A limited-number of calculations were made for two antennas having

an aperture amplitude distribution that is one-half cycle of a sine curve.

Each of these antennas was designed to radiate 95 percent of the input

power when radiating a pencil beam at the design frequency. The separa-

tion between the inductive sheet, consisting of a wire grid, and the solid

metal wall was chosen as 0.900 inch at both ends of each antenna to match

the width of standard X-band waveguide. The grid-to-solid-wall spacing

varies along the length of each antenna as ahown in Figs IV-2 and IV-3

to maintain the phase velocity constant. The center-to-center spacing

required between 0.005-inch-diameter round wires to give the prescribed

amplitude distribution is also shown in Figs. IV-2 and lV-3. It was

anticipated that theiesiult of moving the solid metal wall with respect

to the inductive sheet would depend on the value of the phase velocity

used in the design. Consequently, two design frequeacies were chosen.
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Antenna A was designed at 90 percent above the out-off frequency, fc.,

of the dominant mode in 0.900-inch-wide waveguide, and Antenna B was de-

signed 10 percent above f,," These frequencies were arbitrarily chosen

as practical limits as determined by dissipation loss and tolerance re-

quirements at the low frequency, and by staying 5 percent below cut-off

of the TE5 0 mode at the high frequency. For f - 1.10 fco and f - 1.90f,,,

the main beam of the H-plane radiation pattern is displaced from the

broadside direction toward the output end by about 25 degrees and

58 degrees, respectively. The length of each antenna was arbitrarily

chosen as 24 inches, giving a 3-db beamwidth for each antenna of

5.5 degrees when the phase velocity is constant.

Only one simple motion of the solid metal wall was considered, i.e.,

pivoting it about one end. The input end was used as the pivot point to

minimize the impedance mismatch at the input of-the antenna. The H-plane

radiation patterns were calculated using a digital computer to solve the

equations describing the phase.velocity and leakage rate along the antenna,

and then to integrate the aperture fields to obtain the far-field pattern.

In carrying out the integrations, points were not calculated sufficiently

close together to permit the drawing of smooth radiation patterns showing

side-lobe detail. Better beam-broadeningresults were obtained with other

antennas; thus, complete patterns were never calculated for Antennas A and

B. The patterns available did permit the following data to be read from them.

For Antenna A, whose design frequency is f = 1.90 f.0, the spacing

between the output end of the solid metal wall and the inductive sheet was

decreased 0.4. from 0.900 inch in four steps down to 0.521 inch. At this

latter spacing, the dominant mode is 10 percent above cut-off at the out-

put end of the antenna. As the spacing at the output end of Antenna A was

decreased, the beamwidth increased by a factor of 1.6 at the 3-db level,

and by a factor of 1.8 at the 10-db level. For Antenna B, whose design

frequency is f = 1.10 fcý, the spacing between the output end of the solid

metal wall and the inductive sheet was increased 0.4k from 0.900 inch in

four steps up to 1.554, inches. At this latter spacing, the TE 2 0 mode is

only 5 percent below cut-off at the output end of the antenna. As the

spacing at the output end of Antenna B was increased, the beamwidth in-

creased by a factor of 1.8 at the 3-db level, and by a factor of 2.8 at

the 10-db level. As the solid walls of both antennas were moved to

broaden the main beam, the nulls between the side lobes filled in, and
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the first few lobes merged with the main beam. Because of the limited

number of points used in the initial calculations, further description

of the side-lobe level behavior cannot be given.

By examining the amplitude and phase distributions shown in Figs. IV-4

and IV-5, it is readily seen that larger changes in beamwidth could be

obtained. For the antennas described above, the amplitude distribution

tapered to zero at the edges of the'aperture. Thus, although motion of

the solid wall introduced large phase changes across the aperture, very

little power was radiated at the aperture edges where the phase error was

greatest. This indicates that a uniform amplitude distributlon would be

more satisfactory than a t'apered distribution for antennas whose beamwidth

is to be variable.

As the solid wall of each of these antennas was pivo'ted about the

input end in order to broaden the radiation patterns, the direction of

the main beam also changed due to the change in average phase velocity

over the central portion of each antenna, where most of the power was

140 , .1 o.35

DESIGN FREGUENCY= 1.90 f AS DESIGNED,
= 12,458 Mc / CONSTANT PHASE

120 L - 24'=25.3X / VELOCITY 0.30
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2 80 . ___
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o 0. 0 ,'. . . .

H __
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radiated.* For Antenna A, the beam position changed from a position of

58 degrees with respect to the broadside direction to 48 degrees with
respect to the broadside direction; and for Antenna B, the beam position

changed from a position of 25 degrees to one of 48 degrees. If this

beam-scanning that accompanies the beam-broadening is objectionable for

a particular application, the beam direction could probably be kept fixed

by pivoting, bending, or hinging the solid metal wall about some point

other than the input of the antenna.

For both ant~ennas, the radiated fraction of the input power changes

considerably as the spaciag between the inductive sheet and the solid wall

is changed. As the solid wall is moved toward the inductive sheet, the

amount of power radiated is-increased. For Antenna A, the increase was

from 95 percent to 99.99995 percent as the sprucing at the output end was

Calculations have also been sarried out ior the gLae whote the entice solid wall of Antenna B was moved
the same amount in an attempt to scan the main beam wiahout degrading the radiation pattern. In scanning
the beas irom a positiom of 25 degrees to one of 63 degree&* hewever, the 3-db beamwidth doubled, and the
level of the first side lobe increased from -24 db to -12 db with respect to the peak of the main beam,
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reduced to 0.521 inch. "lhis effect might be used to advantage for

broadening the beamwidth, since the power is radiated over a smaller

effective aperture, as illustrated by Fig. IV-4. As the solid wall is

moved away from the inductive sheet, on the other hand, the amount of

power radiated is decreased. This is undesirable, since the power that

is not radiated is dissipated in the load terminating the antenna, and

thus the gain and efficiency-of the antenna is reduced. When the spacing

was increased to 1.554 inches at the output end of Antenna B, the r'adi-

ated power dropped from 95 percent to only 33 percent of the input power.

Thus, if it is desirable to increase the grid-to-solid-wall spacing over

part; of the antenna to produce a pattern change, the grid-to-solid-wall

spacing should be decreased over some other part of the antenna in order

to avoid excessive power dissipation in the load.

2. ANTENNA C

a. GENEBAL

In order to have more power radiated at the ends of the antenna,

where the perturbation of the phase distribution is most pronounced, two

narrow-beam antennas were designed with constant-amplitude distribution

along the antenna length. One of these, Antenna C, was designed with

constant phase velocity as given by ;i 8g a 0.86, which is the highest

value for which complete design curves are presented in Ref. 1. The K

is free-space wavelength, and k is guide wavelength of the waves propa-

gated within the antenna. Antenna C is 20k long at the design frequency

of 10'Gc, and is designed to radiate 90 percent of the input power. The

dimensions of the antenna, as designed to radiate a narrow-beam H-plane

pattern, are shown in Fig. IV-6.

When the antenna had been designed to the specifications out-

lined above, it was modified by moving the solid metal wall with respect

to the wire grid, and the H-plane radiativn pattern of the modified antenna

was calculated. In carrying out these calculations, a digital computer

was used to solve the transcendental equation de'scribing this type of

antenna,I and then to calculate the amplitude and phase at points every

0.1k along the aperture. The digital eompu..er was then used to vectorially

sum the contribution of each of these points to the radiatioa pattern at

half-degree increments over the interval o 5 e < 90 degrees. The angle Q

is measured with respect to the broadside direction, and is positive in a

direction away from the input of the antenna.
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b. WALL MOVED TOWARD GRID AT INPUT END

The radiation pattern of Antenna C as designed with constant

phase velocity is shown in Fig. IV-7(a).* The familiar sin u/u pattern

of a uniformly illuminated aperture is modified here by the cos 0 element

pattern of the wire grid. The remaining parts of Fig. IV-7 show the pat-

terns resulting when the grid-to-solid-wall spacing is decreased at the

input end of the antenna in increments as indicated on each pattern. Also

indicated on each pattern are the fraction of the input power that is

dissipated in the load, P(L), the angle at which the peak of the beam

occurs, and the beamwidths at the -3 db and -10 db levels. Comparing

Figs. IV-7(a) and IV-7(d), it is seen that the indicated motion of the

solid metal wall increases the 3-db beamwidth by a factor of 2.8, and the

10-db beamwidth by a factor of 3.4.

For the patter'ns of Fig. IV-7, the grid-to-solid-wall spacing

was held fixed at the load end of the antenna and the incremental change

in spacing was varied linearly along the antenna, that is;

a(z) = a'(z) - K 1 - (IV-l)

where

a' grid-to-solid-wall spacing of the antenna as
designed for constant phase velocity

a = grid-to-solid-wall spacing of the modified
antenna

K = a constant of proportionality

z = coordinate along the antenna, the origin being

at the input end

L = total physical length of the anterna.

Since L >» a for the ant~ennas that will be considered, the motion de-

scribed by Eq. (IV-l) corresponds very closely to pivoting the metal wall

about its end located at the load end of the antenna. The minimum grid-

to-solid-wall spacing considered at the input end ia such that a solid-

wall waveguide of the same width would be just above cut-off. A solid-

wall waveguide would, presumably, be used to feed the antenha.

For regions w•ere many side lobes exist separated b7 deep %ellg, only the envelope of the side-lobe petla
is shown. This simpiiiication does not reealt in significant loss of Ikiformation.
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For small motions of the solid metal wall with respect to the

wire grid, the effects on the radiation pattern are probably due primarily

to phase error across the antenna aperture. For large motions of the

solid wall, however, changes in the amplitude distribution are also sig-

nificant. The phase errors and amplitude distributions are shown in

Fig. TV-8 for the wall movements for which patterns are shown in Fig. IV-7.

The phase reference is taken at the input of the antenna, and each phase

error curve is calculated with respect to the linear phase distribution

that would produce a narrow beam in the same direction as the peak of the

actual beam. Explicitly,

3600 z

Oz(z) = (z) 3 sin 0 (IV-2)

where

O(z) - the phase distribution along the antenna
aperture

&I a angle at which the peak of the radiation
pattern occurs.

Equation (IV-2) neglects a small shift in the direction of the beam peak

due to the element factor of th'e wire grid.' By defining the phase error

as in Eq. (IV-2), the beam-scanning effects of moving the solid wall are

"at least partially separated from the beam-broadening effects. 0 The

curves of Fig. IV-8(a) demonstrate that as the metal wall is moved closer

to the grid, *the rate at which energy leaks out of the antenna increases.

As a result, the amplitude distribution in the aperture of the antenna

peaks up very sharply at the input end as a(z) is decreased at z & 0.

c. WALL MOVED TOWARD GRID AT LOAD END

Figure IV-9 shows the patterns resulting when the grid-to-solid-

wall spacing of Antenna C is decreased at the load end of the antenna ac-

cording to the relationship:

z
a(z) - - -- . (IV-3)

L
4,"

It will be demonatrated in tto diisausuio of Astiexas 3 and F that it is possible to keep the dirsotlon
of tte moia team Pearly constant a the beam Is broadened. 1his reqnires more complex movement of the
solid wall than is considered above.
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Equation (TV-.3) corresponds approximately to the conditions existing when

the solid metal wall is pivoted about its end at the antenna input. The

pattern shown in Fig. IV-9(d) corresponds to the case where the metal

plate touches the plane of the wire grid at the load end of the antenna.

Comparing Figs. IV-7(a) and IV-9(d), it is seen that the indicated motion

of the solid metal wall increases the 3-db beamwidth by a factor of 3.8,

and the 10-db beamwidth by a factor of 4.6.

The aperture amplitude distribution and phase error corresponding

to each radiati'on pattern of Fig. IV-9 are shown in Fig. IV-10. As a(z)

is decreased at z = L, the aperture dilstribution peaks up smoothly near

the center of the antenna. When the grid-to-solid-wall spacing is decreased

sufficiently, a condition is reached that is somewhat analogous to cut-off

in solid-wall waveguide, as is cxplained in Ref. 1. This condition might

be termed pseudo-cutoff, since waves can still propagate within the antenna

even though the attenuation rate rises sharply as the grid-to-solid-wall

spacing is further reduced. For the antenna whose radiation pattern is

shown in Fig. IV-9(d) the pseudo-cutoff point lies within the region

0.50L < z < 0.55L. Beyond that region, the aperture amplitude distribu-

tion rapidly falls to a very siall value as shown by Curve E in Fig. IV-10(a).

This limiting of the effective radiating aperture is.p 6 ssibly of advantage

in broadening the main beam.

d. WALL MOVED TOWARD GRID AT BOTH ENDS

Note from Figs. IV-7 and IV-9 that decreasing a(0) produces a

smooth pattern for angles less than 6., the direction of the beam peak,

and that decreasing a(L) produces a smooth pattern for angles greater than

8 . This suggested that a smooth pattern might be obtained on both sides

of 0 by fixing the grid-to-solid-wall spacing at some central point, and

decreasing both a(O) and a(L). This wall movement is defined by the fol-

lowing equations:

a(2) a'(z) - K 1 ( .5 - •)(IV-4)

for 0 < z < 0.5L, and

o(z0 K'2  )(IV-5)

for 0.5L. < 2 < L,
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where K1 ,K 2 are positive constants of proportionality. The motion defined

by Eqs. (IV-4) and (IV-5) corresponds very closely to pivoting the solid

wall at z = 0.5L, the solid wall being hinged at that point. The change-

Aa(O) in grid-to-solid-wall spacing at the antenna input was taken to be

half the change Aa(L) in grid-to-solid-wall spacing at the load end of the

antenna. For this ratio of Aa(O) to Aa(L), the solid walJ. is touching the

wire grid at the load end of the antenna when the grid-to-solid-wall spacing

at the antenna input is such that a solid-wall waveguide of the same width

would be just above cut-off.

It is seen from the patterns shown in Fig. IV-11 that modifica-

tions of the type described by Eqs. (IV-4) and (IV-5) are not effective in

broadening the main beam of the radiation pattern. The main effect of

moving the solid wall toward the wire grid at both the input and load ends

is to raise the side-lobe levels, althou~gh the lobes do tend to merge for

the maximum motion of the solid wall. The amplitude distributions and

phase errors producing the patterns of Fig. IV-11 are shown in Fig. IV-12.

e. WALL MOVED TOWARD GRID AT CENTER

One final type of wall motion considered for Antenna C was motion

of the center of the solid wall toward the grid, the solid wall being hinged

at its center and the grid-to-solid-wall spacing remaining unchanged at both

ends of the antenna. Specifically,

z
a(z) a'(z) - K-- (IV.-6)

L

for 0 < z < 0.5L, and

a(z) a'(z) - K (1 -)(IV-7)

for 0.5L < z < L. Radiation patterns for Antenna C modified by this type

of wall motion are shown in Fig. IV-13. The amplitude distributions and

phase errors resulting from the wall motions of Eqs. (IV-6) and (IV-7) are

plotted in Fig. IV-14. This type of wall motion increases the 3-db beamwidth

only slightly, except. for the largest wall movement considered. The 3-db

beamwidth in Fig. IV-13(d) is larger by a factor of 3.8 than that of the

antenna as designed with constant phase velocity.
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f. COMPARISON OF WALL MOVEMENTS

The beam broadening resulting from the various wall movements

tried with Antenna C is summarized in Fig. IV-15. In each part of this

figure, the total beamwidth measured at the -3-db level, 03db, and the

total beamwidth measured at the -10-db level, 01Odb, are divided by the

respective values for the antenna as designed for constant phase velocity.

The solid curves are each based on the beamwidths measured between the

points where the radiation pattern first drops below the -3-db or

-l0-db level, as given by the notations on the radiation patterns. For

some of the radiation patterns, the pattern crosses the -3-db and

-l0-db levels more than once, particularly for the patterns of Fig. IV-l1.

11 0 3ab and 1Oded are measured between the most widely spaced points where

the p.attern crosses the respective level in Fig. !V-l1, the dashed curves

of Fig. IV-15(c) result.

It is seen from Fig. IV-15 that, for the wall movements tried

with Antenna C, wall movement up to 0.2k does not produce significant

broadening of the beam. Once the beam does start to broaden, the beam-

width is a linear function of wall movement, to a crude approximation.

One factor limiting the beam broadening is the amount of wall motion that

is'physically possible. Movement of the wall toward the grid at the input

end is limited by the requirement that.the solid-wall waveguide feeding

the antenna be above cut off. Movement of the wall toward the grid at

the load end of the antenna without bending the wall is limited to the

case where the solid wall touches the wire grid. Furtle.r movement of the

wall, once the wall touches the grid at the load end, could be obtained

by hinging the wall at some central point. The wall could then be moved

until the hinge point touched the grid; however, calculations have not

been made for this latter wall motion.

The largest increases in the beamwidth of Antenna C were ob-

tained with the wall motions corresponding to Figs. IV-15(b) and IV-15(d),

both increasing 0 3dh by a factor of 3.8. Comparing parts (b) and (d) of

Fig. IV-15, it is seen that for a given wall movement at z = 0.5L, the

beamwidth increases more uniformly with wall movement when the load end

of the wall is free to move than when it is fixed. Thus, further calcula-

tions using the wall movement defined by Eqs. (IV-6) and (IV-T), but with

hinge points other than z = 0.5L, were not considered.
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3. ANTENNA D

The second antenna that was designed with constant aperture amplitude,

Antenna D, was designed with constant phase velocity as given by Xl/xg 0.45.

This corresponds to the highest; phase velocity for which complete design
curves are available in Ref. 1. The other design parameters, and the di-
mensions of Antenna D, are shown in Fig. IV-6, along with those of Antenna C.

•The radiation pattern of Antenna D as designed with constant phase
velocity is shown in Fig. IV-16(a). The remaining parts of Fig. IV-16
apply for the case where the grid-to-solid-wall spacing is increased at

the input end-of the antenna, and is fixed at the load end. Equation (IV-l)

applies to this case, where K would now be a negative constant. Comparing

Figs. IV-16(a) and IV-16(d), it is seen that the indicated rotion of the

solid metal wall increases the 3-db beamwidth by a factor of 5.2, and the

l0-db beamwidth by a factor of 8.7. The aperture amplitude and phase error

corresponding to each pattern of Fig. IV-16 are shown in Fig. IV-17.

Figure IV-18 shows the patterns resulting when the grid-to-solid-wall

spacing is increased at the load end as given by Eq. (IV-3) with K negative.

Comparing .Figs. IV-16(a) and IV-18(d) it is seen that the indicated motion

of the solid metal wall increases the 3-db beamwidth by a factor of 5.0,

and the 10-db beamwidth by a factor of 9.0. The corresponding aperture

amplitude and phase errors are shown in Fig. IV-19.

The beam broadening resulting from the two types of wall movement

tried with Antenna D are summarized in Fig. IV-20.* Here again, the solid

curves apply to beamwidth measured between the closest crossings of the

-3-db and -10-db levels, and the dashed curves apply to beamwidth measured

between the most widely spaced crossings of the respective reference level.

Comparing the solid curves of parts (a).and (b) of Fig. IV-20, it is seen

that both types of wall movement produce about the same increase in beam.-

width. Comparing the solid curve of 0 3db in Fig. IV-20(a) with the dashed curve of 03 db

in Fig. IV-20(b) indicates that moving the solid wall away from the grid at the load end is

to be preferred over similar movement at the input end for applications where the 6-db dip
in the main beam of Fig. IV-18(d) can be tolerated. Either movement of

the solid wall of Antenna D away from its grid produced greater changes in

beamwidth than was obthined by moving the solid wall of Antenna C toward

Movement of the solid wall of Antenna D *a* coasidered only in the directien away from $he grid. since
the antenna was designed fairly close to cut-off. An additional movement that tight produce good results
is to move the solid wall toward the grid at the load end. Calculations were not made for this case, Iowever.
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its grid, as is seen by comparing Figs. IV-15 and IV-20. Note that even

larger wall motions away from the grid than were considered for Antenna D

are possible, but there'are definite physical limitations to the amount

that the wall of Antenna C can be moved toward its grid.* These limitations

were discussed in Sec. IV-B-2-f.

Considering only the changes in the beamwidth of the radiation pat-

terns, movement of the solid wall of a leaky-wave antenna away from its

wire grid appears better than movement of the wall toward the.grid, Move-

ment of the wall away from tlhe grid produces an undesirable effect, however,

in that it reduces the amount of the input power that is radiated. From

the notations on Figs. IV-16(a) and IV-18(d), it is seen that the indicated

wall movement increased the power dissipated in the load from 9.8 to

76.8 percent of the input power. It might be possible to retain the

benefits of wall movement away from the grid and still keep the power dis-

sipated in the load within reasonable limits'by moving one end of the wall

toward the grid as the other end ia moved away fror the grid. This aom-

bination was not investigated, however, for Antennas A, B, C, or D.
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C. DESIGNS BEGINNING WITH BROAD-BEAM ANTENNAS

I.' ANTENNA E

The approach to the broadening of the radiation pattern that was

considered in Sec. IV-B was to start with narrow-beam antennas and to'

introduce phase errors by simple motions of the solid wall of each antenna.

The narrow-beam antennas'were designed with constant phase velocities, and

with two well-known aperture-amplitude distributions, namely, sinusoidal

and uniform distributions. The largest increase in 3-db beamwidth obtained

by this approach was a factor of 5.2 for an, antenna 20 wavelengths long,

as shown by the solid curves in Fig. IV-20. A second approach that will

now be considered is to start with an antenna designed to give a broad-

beam pattern, and then move the solid wall to produce patterns with narrow

and intermediate-width beams. To further increase the range over which

the beamwidth can be varied, 'an antenna length of 50k as well as 20k will

be considered.

The shape of the broad-beam pattern to be synthesized was arbitrarily

chosen to be a power pattern having the same form as the maximally flat

tranfsfer function familiar in filter theory:

p(O) = . . (IV-S)0 .5 0 3 dh]

wh ere

00 = angle about which the pattew{ is symmetrical

0 3db = half-power beamwidth

n = a constant related to the shape of the pattern,
where (2n - 1) derivatives of P(O) with respect
to & are zero'at 0".

In Ref. 2, a functional relationship is derived between the required

aperture distributions and the shape of the radiation pattern that it is

desired to synthesize. This relationship is found by a stationary phase

evaluation of the radiation integral, which is equivalent to using geo-

metric'optics approximations. Since the wire grid of t.he type of leaky-

wave antenna bei'ag discussed has a eos 0 element factor, the desired
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radiation pattern f(O) in Eq. (10) of Ref. 2 must be replaced by f(O)/cos 0

for our application. Making this substitution, and using the present

notation,

sec% [0,+ (0. - 0t) ZI

A(z) = (IV-9)

[Oi - 00 + (0 - 0 -z

1 + I 0. 5 03 db

where

A(z) = the aperture amplitude distribution required
to approximately synthesize the maximally flat
power pattern of Eq. (IV-8)

01 = the lower limit of the range on 0 over which
the pattern is to be synthesized

0U ý the upper limit of the range on 0 over which
the pattern is to be synthesized.

The phase distribution used in Ref. 2 is obtained with a leaky-wave

antenna when the radiation angle sin-1 (X/Xg) for an incremental length

of the antenna varies linearly as a function of z, from 0, at the input

end to 0U at the load end. That is,

sinr 6 + ( - of (IV-10)
Xg L

The actual radiation patterns of 50k-long antennas haying the aperture

amplitude and phase distributions defined by Eqs. (IV-9) and (IV-10) were

calculated for 00 - 40 degrees, 3db ý 45 degrees, and n = 4. 6. and 10.

The angular limits 69 and . were arbitrarily taken to be the -20-db points

on the desired pattern of Eq. (IV-8), except that 61 = 5.0 degrees was used

for n = 4, since the -20-db point fell at the broadside direction. Radia-

tion in the broadside direction implies that sin"1 (X/xg) ý 0, i.e., that

the antenna be at eut-oif. 'Good agreement between the artual radiation
pattern and the maximally flat pattern was obtained for all three values

of n, but the best agreement waa obtained for n - 6.
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The digital computer was then used to solve the transcendental equa-

tions describing this type of leaky-wave antenna1 in order to find the

dimensions that would satisfy Eqs. (IV-9) and (IV-l0). The constants

used are n - 6, 80 = 40 degrees, )Zdb = 45 degrees, 0, = 6.9 degrees, and

0 73.1 degrees. in carrying out these calculations, the computer

determined a constant of proportionality required in Eq. (IV-9) in order

that 90 percent of the input power be radiated. The resulting antenna

dimensions are shown in Fig. IV-21 by the curves labeled Antenna E-3. In

order to obtain a narrow-beam radiation pattern from the same antenna,

the grid-to-solid-wall spacing was next determined such that the phase

velocity was constant along the antenna, given the center-to-center wire

spacing taken from the design of the broad-beam antenna. The design

curves of Ref. I were used in'designing the narrow-beam antenna. The

design curves for X/g a 0.66 were used, since this places the peak of

the narrow beam at 41.3 degrees, which is near the center of the broad

beam. The resultant dimensions are shown by the curves labeled AntennaE-1

in Fig. IV-21. One final change in the antenna will be described before

discussing the radiation patterns. In order to obtain a quick, even if

far from optimum, design to give a beam of intermediate width, the grid-

to-solid-wall spacing was-determined such that the radiation angle

sin- 1 (\/X) varied linearly over the length of the antenna from

ea = 25.3 degrees to a V 54.7 degrees. These angles are the -20-db

points on a maximally flat power pattern with n i 6, O0 = 40 degrees, and
0
3db a 20 degrees. The dimensions of the intermediate-beamwidth antenna

are shown by the curves labeled Antenna E-2 in Fig. IV-21. Since a(z)

for Antenna E covers a fairly large range, Fig. IV-21 cannot be read to

great accuracy. Thus, the dimensions of Antenna E are tabulated in

Table IV-1.

The radiation patterns calculated for the three wall positions for

Antenna E discussed above are shown in Fig. IV-22, and the aperture

amplitude and phase error are shown in-Fig. IV-23. The narrow-beam

pattern of Fig. IV-22(a) has a 3-db width of 2,1 degrees and, rather

fortuitously, the tapered aperture amplitude distribution-produces no

side lobes above the -40 db level. The beamwidth is not, of course, the

narrowest that could be obtained with an aperture of this size. For a

50%-long aperture radiating at 41.3 degrees from the broadside direction,

the 3-db beamwidth would be 1.35 degrees for uniform amplitude distribu-

tion, and would be 1. 8 degrees for a sinusoidal aperture amplitude distribution.
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TABLE IV- 1

DIMENSIONS OF ANTENNA E

DISTANCE CENTER-TO-CENTER GflID-TO-SOLID-WALL SPACING, a/)t
ALONG THE WIRE SPACING.
ANTENNA. SA Antenna E-1 Antenna E-2 Antenna E-3

zIL

0 0.0137 0.6656 0.5530 0.5036
0.05 0.0165 0.6643 0.5598 0.SO72
0.10 0.0220 0.6630 0.5668 0.5123
0.15 0.0306 0.6616 0.5738 0.5181
0.20 0.0394 0.6601 0.5810 0.5257
0.25 0.045G 0.6584 0.5883 0.5362
0.30 0.0495 0.6564 0.5957 0.5496
0.35 0.0546 0.6541 0.6034 0.5655
0.40 0.0605 0.6515 0.6119 0.5842
0.45 0.0667 0.6480 0.6210 0.6061
0.50 0.0767 0.6444 0.6328 0.6315
0.5S 0.0882 0.6394 0.6410 0.6609
0.60 0.1034 0.6329 0.6510 0.6948
0.65 0.1242 0.6234 0.6578 0.7337
0.70 0.1544 0.6094 0.6596 0.7776
0.7s 0.2000 0.5903 0.6605 0.8264
0.80 0.2596 0.5643 0.6544 0.8846
0.05 0.2816 0.5556 0.6649 0.9830
0.90 0.2419 0.5718 0.6905 1.1463
0.95 0.1990 0.5895 0.7541 1.3629
1.00 0.1753 0.6002 0.7949 1.6480
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The intermediate-beamwidth pattern of Fig. IV-22(b) has a 3-db beam-

width of 9.3 degrees, an increase by a factor of 4.4 over the narrow-beam

pattern. Although the phase velocity of Antenna E-2 was correct for

synthesizing a maximally flat beam with s3db - 20 degrees, the amplitude

distribution was not correct, since the wire center-to-center spacing was

the same as calculated for the broad-beam antenna. Thus, it is not

surprising that the actual r.adiation pattern does not more closely ap-

proximate the maximally flat pattern indicated by the dashed line in

Fig. IV-22(b). The broad-beam pattern of Fig. IV-22(c) has a 3-db beam-

width of 42.4 degrees, an increase by a factor of 20 over the narrow-beam

pattern. The actual radiation pattern of Antenna E-3 very closely ap-

proximates the desired maximally flat pattern between the angles O9'and

0,, which are indicated by crosses on the maximally flat pattern.

The increase in beamwidths at the -3-db and -10-db levels in changing

the solid wall from that of Antenna E-1 to that of Antenna E-2, and to

that of Antenna E-3, is plotted in Fig. IV-24. The abscissa in this figure

is the magnitude of the change in a(z) at the input end plus the magnitude

of the change in a(z) at the load end. The points for e3db fall on a curve

with sight curvature, and the points for 610ah fall on a straight line. It

would be desirable to have several more points on these curves in order to

establish the smooth variation in beam widihs with wall movement.

The wall movements for changing from Antenna E-1 to the other two
antennas are not simple movements such as were considered in See. IV-B.

Given a suitably flexible solid metal wall, however, and a sufficient

number of mechanical cams and linkages, it would be possible to change

the solid wall of Antenna E-1 to be the shape of Antenna E-2, or AntennaE-3.
For example, if the solid wall oa Antenna E-1 is hinged at only the three

points z/L = 0.15, 0.35, and 0.70, and is moved without bending other than

at the hinge points in order to approximate the phase distribution of

Antenna E-3 within plus 23 degrees, minus 19 degrees error, then the radio

ation pattern of Fig. IV-22(d) results Although there is a 3-db ripple

in the beam peak, and 0 3 0, is smaller than for the pattern of Fig. IV-22(c),

lOdb is nearly the same as for the pattern of Fig. IV-22(c). With more

than three hinge points in the wall of Antenna E-1, or with a continuously

flexible solid wall, the approximation to the pattern of Antenna E-3 could

be made arbitrarily close.
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BEAM BROADENING RESULTING FROM MOVEMENT OF THE SOLID WAIL
OF ANTENNA E

Ia changing from Antenna E-1 to Antenna E-3, the solid wall is moveI

away from the grid at the load end, and the solid wall is moved toward the

grid at the input end. The amount of power dissipated in the load changes

by more than three orders of magnitude, but by designing for only lOpercent

power dissipation in the load for the broad-beam case, the power radiated

remains reasonably high as the solid wall is moved.

2. ANTENA F

In order to be able to make more direct comparison between the beam

broadening obtained by beginning with a broad-beam antenna, and that dis-

cussed in Sec. IV-B, a broad-beam antenna designated Antenna F was designed

haring a length of 20h. (Most of the narrow-beam antennas diaeused {n
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See. IV-B were also 20k in length.) The dimensions required to approxi-

"mately synthesize a maximally flat power pattern with n - 6, 90- 40 degrees,

e3db = 45 degrees, l ="&6.9 degrees, and 0. = 73.1 degrees are labeled

Antenna F-2 in Fig. IV-25 and in Table IV-2. As before, the grid-to-solid-

wall spacing was also determined such that the phase velocity was constant
with X/Xg = 0.66 to produce a narrow-beam pattern. The dimensions for

this condition are labeled Antenna F-1 in Fig. IV-25 and Table IV-2.

The radiation patterns of

these two antennas are shown in

Fig. IV-26, and the corresponding DIMENSIONS OFANTENNAF

aperture amplitude and phase error. DISTANCE CENTER-TO- GRID-TO-SOLID-WALL
ALONG THE CENTER WIRE SPACING, a/A)

are shown in Fig. IV-27. The ANTENNA. SPACING.ilL •'/A ,Antenna F-I Antenna F-2

3-db beamwidths of the two, pat- 0 .6 5 0. 5036
0 0.0151 0. 6656 "0. 5036

terns differ by a factor of 7.4, 0.05 0.0192 0.6631 0.5067

and the 10-db beamwidths differ 0.10 0.0267 0.6606 0.5111
by a factor of 5.7. This pat- 0.15 0.0387 0.6581 0.5157

0.20 0.0509 0.6553 0.5216

tern change was obtained with a 0.25 0.0588 0.6527 0.5311

total wall motion 0.30 0.0653 0.6498 0.5435
0.35 0.0725 0.6468 0.5584

jAa(0)j + Iaa(L)l = 1.20X . 0.40 0.0810 0.6431 0.5758
0.45 0.0914 0.6386 0.5960
0.50 0.1045 0.6329 0.6192

Comparing these factors with those 0.55 0.1214 0.6250 0.6458

shown in Fig. IV-15, it is seen that 0.60 0.1441 0.6146 0.6759
0.65 0.1757 0.6002 0.7093

the beam broadening obtained with 0.70 0.2227 0.5801 0.7452

Antenna F is significantly greater 0.75 0.2960 0.5510 0.7817

than that obtained by moving the wall 0.80 0.3902 0.5113 0.8238
0.85 0.4177 0.5000 0.9150

of Antenna C toward its wire grid. 0.90 0.3525 0.5263 1.0873

Comparing the above factors with the 0.95 0.2833 0.5550 1.3152

solid curves in Fig. IV-20, it is 1.00 0.2462' 0.5698 1.6068

found that the increase in 0
3db of

Antenna F is only sl*ightly greater than that obtained by moving the wall

of Antenna D away from its grid. The increase of e1Odb of Antenna F is

less than that of Antenna D. It is probably more important in most ap-

plications to have a large increase in 0
3db rather than in 0 1Odb. As was

pointed out previously, the modifications made on Antenna D were undesirable

from the standpoint of keeping the amount of radiated power high.

As is to be expected, the broad-beam pattern of Antenna F-2 does not

come as Close to synthesizing the given maximally flat pattern aa does
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that of Antenna E-3, since Antenna F is smaller in terms of wavelength

than is Antenna E. Even at.that, the pattern of Antenna F-2 is a

reasonably good approximation to the maximally flat pattern. Another

consequence of the difference in the length of the two antennas is that

the beamwidth of Antenna F is not adjustable over as wide a range as

that of Antenna E, even though, their broad-beam patterns are nearly the

same shape.

D. CONCLUSIONS

Several of the modifications considered for leaky-wave antennas

produce significant broadening of the main beam of the H-plane radiation

pattern, without causing the pattern to break up into high side lobes.

Even simple linear movements of the solid metal wall of the antenna with

respect to its wire-grid aperture can produce significant beam broadening.

Greater beam broadening can be obtained, however, by using more complex

wall movements that require bending of the solid metal wall. For most

of the wail movements considered, the beamwidth increased in an approxi-

mately linear manner as a function of wall displacement; however, the

beamwidth did not change significantly for the first 0.2X of wall dis-

placement in some cases, where A is free-space wavelength. Moving the

solid wall away from the wire grid reduces the rate at which power leaks

through the wire grid. Thus, if a portion of the solid wall is moved away

from the grid greatly, other portions of the solid wall should be moved

toward the grid in order to maintain a reasonably high percent of power

radiated.

Half-power beamwidth increases by a factor of at least 5.2 can be

obtained by simple motions of the solid wall of 20-wavelength-long antennas.

This increase was obtained by pivoting the solid wall of Antenna D at the

load end, and displacing its input end away from the grid by 0.6%. This

modification reduced the amount of radiated power, however, from 90percent

to 56.6 percent of the input power. The largest beamwidth increase for a

20X arntenna obtained by a simple wall movement that did not result in a

reduction of radiated power, was a factor of 3.8. This increase was ob-

tained by pivoting the solid wall of Antenna C at the input end, and moving

the load end toward the grid until it touched the grid. Allowing more

complex movements of the solid wall, beamwidth increases up to 7.4!1 can

be obtained with 20X antennas. This factor resulted from taking the solid
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wall of Antenna F designed to radiate a broad, maximally flat beam, and

bending it in such a manner as to produceva narrow beam by requiring

that the phase velocity be constant al•oif the length of the antenna,

Similar calculations for a 50N antenna, Antenna E, produced beam broaden-

ing by a factor of 20:1. The results ob'tained dhring the study described

here indicate that the ultimate in beam-broadening capabilities of leaky-

wave antennas was not reached, thus further pursuit of this study would

be worthwhile.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS

An investigation of the beam-broadening properties of leaky-wave

antennas could explore many avenues. Of necessity, most of these were

left unexplored and even those topics that were investigated could benefit

from further study. Of the designs starting with narrow-beam antennas,

it is recommended that the following modifications be investigated:- For

Antenna C, larger movement of the solid wall toward the grid at its center,

with the two ends being kept fixed, might produce significant additional

beam broadening. For Antenna D, movement of the solid wall toward the

grid at the load end might give usable patterns. This antenna is designed

fairly near cut-off, and thus small movement of the solid wall toward the

grid should produce significant changes in the aperture amplitude and

phase distributions of this antenna. Experience with a leaky-wave antenna

with a curved aperture 3 suggests that the beam-broadening properties of

this type of antenna should also be investigated. Portions near the load

end of that antenna were operated just above cut-off, thus relatively

small motions of the solid metal wall would place these portions below

cut-off. This would reduce the size of the radiating aperture as well

as introducing phase errors, and thus broaden the beam. Alternatively,.

thei solid metal wall could be fixed, and the antenna operated at two fre-

quencies such that part of the antenna was below cut-off at the lower

frequency.

It is also recommended that further study be devoted to t-he concept

of ihitially designing the antenna for prescribed broad-beam radiation

Patterns. For the designs presented in this report, more intarmediate-

b'eamwidth patterns should be calculated. Designs should also be worked

out for even wider broad-beam patterns. Considering the good agreement

obtained between the actual radiation pattern and the desiraed maximally
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flat beams with 3-db beamwidth equal to 45 degrees, it is to be expected

that significantly greater beamwidths could be obtained.

The frequency bandwidth of all the designs presented in this report

remains as a topic of investigation. It would also be desirable to con-

struct a model antenna to provide experimental demonstration of the concept

of beam broadening by movement of the solid wall of the antenna. It should

be pointed out in this connection, however, that there is already sufficient

experimental verification of the equations given in Ref. 1 that describe

the propagation along, and leakage from, the type of antenna illustrated

in Fig. IV-1."' 3'4 Thus, a high degree of confidence can be placed in the

calculated radiation patterns shown in the present report.
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V BROADBAND ROLLED PILLBOX

A. GENERAL

This section describes a rolled pillbox which has several advantages

when compared with a regular parabolic pillbox. The lack of sharp corners

along the wave path permits a better impedance match over a wide frequency

band, and the separation of the input and output apertures eliminates

shadows from the primary feed horn. This line source is designed for

X-band frequencies and is polarized along the length of the aperture.

The structtxre can be considered as a flared rectangular waveguide

bent into U-form. Figure V-1 shows a sketch of the pillbox. The design

is based on an analysis in which the ray path in the bend is approximated

with a section of a toroid.1*

If the pillbox is cut along the symmetry line perpendicular to the

aperture, the cross. section will look as shown in Fig. V-2. The bend in

the ray path causes a mismatch at the entrance and at the exit of the

curved section. This mismatch is small as long as the radius of curvature

r0 of the bend is large in terms of guide wavelengths. However, too large

a radius would mean that a major part of the wave-path is contained in the

bend. Since the machining tolerances of this section neces.sarily must be

larger than for the parallel plate region, a large radius could result in

a large phase error in the aperture, or would require unrealistically small

tolerances. Furthermore, the approximate analysis upon which thia pillbox

is based becomes less accurate as the radius increases. A compromise should

therefore be made. The chosen value of the radius is not critical since

the VSWR changes slowly with the radius. This is shown in Fig. V-3 in

which the VSWR is plotted for different values of r 0 /a. The VSWR is calcu-

lated from the expressions given in Ref. 2 for the mismatch between a

straight and a curved waveguide bent in the H-plane. The curves thus show

the mismatch at one discontinuity. The total mismatch of the rolled pill-

box due to the bend will lie between zero and twice the value plaotted,

depending on the phase length of the bend.

*References are listed at the end of the section.
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In order to be able to use this rolled pillbox with some existing
antennas, an output aperture 18 inches wide by 0.900 inch high was
arbitrarily selected. The thickness of the center section of the rolled
pillbox is 2r0 - a. For the values of r,/a shown in Fig. V-3 this thick-
ness is 2.7 inches, 1.65 inches and 0.9 inch respectively. With ro/a° "v'
a good compromise between mismatch and aperture separation is reached, and
this value was therefore chosen for the present design. Thus

= * "a = 1.273 inches

To determine R., assume for a moment that the center section has zero
thickness, that is, the rolled pillbox is reduced to an ordinary parabolic
pillbox. For this case the relation between focal length, f, aperture
width, D, and illumination angle 0 is given by (see Fig. V-4)

t 8(f/D)
tan-- =

2 16(f/D)2 - 1

Since the rolled feedhorn will be used with different primary feed-
horns of varying radiation patterns, an f/D ratio of 1/2 was arbitrarily
Belected as a .compromise between too large a structure with larger values
of /!D and too wide a primary beamwidth required with smaller values
of f,/D.
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If the focal length for the rolled
pillbox is defined as half the-distance ... 1/4 1 ./2 3/4

from the focal point to the aperture 0 80[ o106. 740

measured along the mean radius in the
bend (Fig. V-2), then: 2 4Fx

f = + (ii2)irr 0  16F (x,y) = Ti)

Using the same f/D ratio as for the
parabolic pillbox the value of ho

is found:

f = (1/2)D 9 inches '

RO = 9 - (1/2)7r -- r 7 V 7.00 inches

The geometry is now determined since
all waves leaving the primary feed must
travel equa'l distances from the focal RA-2,05.6

point to the aperture inidependent of FIG. V-4
(f (see Fig. V-5). GEOMETRY OF PARABOLA

BI is determined from the
following set of equations,.:1

y

R,. R, R0

R,

'S. .

NA -2605-59

FIG. V-5

GEOMETRY OF ROLLED PILLBOX WITH TOROI DAL APPROXIMATION

1.24



R r 0 4 sin 0  sn s 0/2

ro 2 con 0o 2Io sn 0 r21% ) 3 o r 2•- +6°-. -7T2 + - 3o

' ° . 22 7
*r -~-~-) cos 2 80si (80 cos2 90 ( 2 cos4  00)

B (5++ cosCos +2 cos 6 0

+ T ' 3r cos' 2 3

- - - 128 (3 l - 0 0cos 2  4o O 3 s4 60

+ 4 cos 6 90+ 8 cos o)J

2R 0 2( 2,•T

Correspond'ing v'alues of R• and q$ can be computed £rom this set of

equations. Thle rectangular coordinates of the outermost point of the

toroid are found by projection on the axes (see Fig. V-6);

y {[R1 cos 2- (d/2) si 2 / + 2 cos 4 /20

Co? 1  sin 0 0 (d/2) cos €/2 4 r+ sin 6 /2J)

In this expression d is the distance in the x-y projection between the

points where the ray enters thie curved section to where it leaves. This
distance equals 24. where p is th4 large radius of +h 3 oroid.

Reference 1 gives *xpessions for f) aid 6g." lrom these d is given by
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d= 2ro tano 2- cos o (1 4 cos 2 60)

+ ~2 
- (e)

Sos -0 (3 + eos& • 2 cos o) - .- co. 3 : .e- (5 + cos4 9 6,

+5 C + CS18

COS4L9 37 LS iCos 2 90 + ICOS4 0 0 010,+CS62 6 8 4 13 2 2

The walls surround the ctirve described by (x,y) in such a way that the
width measured perpendicular to the curved edge is constant and equal to

0.900 inch (see Fig. V-6):

xi y }1 cos s- 15/2 + ro T- cos 0/2

B1 sin 0 + d cos 51/2 + r T sin 0/
2 2

These equietions determine the dimensions of the rolled pillbox completely.

D

-___BOUNDARY BF.TWEENPARALLEL 
PLATE

REGION AND 6URVED
SECTION.

PROJECTION OF
OUTERMOST POINTS
OF TOROID.

8*-ag. s-so

FIG. V-6

SKETCH OF ROLLED PILLBOX SHOWING APPROXIMATEI RAY PATk
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B. ESTIMATE OF PHASE ERROR

The nature of the rolled pillbox makes the distance from the feed to

the aperture, as measured along the mean radius in the bend, independent

of 0. However, the distance each ray travels in the parallel section and

in the rolled section varies with the angle.

The spacing in the parallel-plate region can be held to a smaller

tolerance than can the spacing in the curved section, and the resultant

phase error in the aperture was therefore computed for each section

individually. To simplify the calculations it was furthermore assumed

that in each section the waves travel a distance that is independent of k.

For the parallel plate section this value was chosen as 2R., while in the

rolled section it was 7ro/cos (26Y'°). This latter value is the length

the outermost ray would travel in the bend if the toroid were replaced

with a section of a straight circular cylinder. The error resulting

from these approximations will cause the calculated error to be on the
high side in all cases. In a waveguide the sensitivity in the guide wave

length, 4 to changes in the width, a, is given by

dX 2g 
da

X2a/ a

In the parallel plate region the maximum phase error is:

( ) 2 da, 2RoA = - i "- " - -

while in the rolled sec'tion it is:

B kgs• da2 Tro 0

2 a a cos (26 Y2' k

The total maximum phase error, A + B, was caleulated for a tolerance of

0.001 inch in the parallel plate region and 0.005 inch in the rolled

section. This is plotted in Fig. V-7, which also shows the maximum phase

error if the toleranceg were 0.002 inch and 0.008 inch respectively.

Figure V-7 furthermore shows the phase error if the value of r 0 were 2a

instead of V/a. As mentioned before this larger radius causes a iomewhat"

higher phase error in the aperture.
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C. MECHANICAL DESIGN

A pilibox was built according to the design outlined in the Part B.

The construction of the curved surfaces was done with special tools whose

cutting surfaces matched the radii of the male and the female parts

respectively. The tools were guided by templates, which were shaped after

the coordinates (x.,yo) and (xi,yi) as given in Part B. The tools, the

male and the female parts, and the partially assembled pillbox are shown

in Figs. V-8 through V-11.

D. MEASUREMENTS

A series of measurements were conducted on the finished pillbox.

Three differently flared, rectangular waveguides were used as primary feed

horns. Figure V-12 shows the flared rebtangular waveguide together with
a table of dimensions for the three horns. The dimensions were chosen in

such a way that at the lowest frequency, 8.5 Gc, the radiation from Horn A,
as measured between the.-10 db points, would just illuminate the whole

toroidal bend. The other horns were made to radiate slightly narrower

beams in order to reduce reflections from the sides of the pillbox. The

"-10 db beamwidth of a singly flared rectangular waveguide is given by the
approximat~e empirical formula: 3

6 88 - (degrees)10 B)

where

X is the free space wavelength and

B' is the width of the flare as shown in Fig. V-12-

The -10 db beamwidths calculated from this formula are given in the

following table for the three horns.

HORN HORN HORN
A B X.C _

8.5 Gc 98e 820 660

12.4 Gc 670 56". 450

The radiation outside the -10 db points was strong anotigh to interfere

with the measurements due to reflections in the pillbox. In order to

reduce this, long strips of absorbent material were placed along the

metallic side panels.
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FIG. V-9

MALE PART, ROLLED PILLBOX

FIG. V-1O
FEMALE PART. ROLLED PILLBOX.
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FIG. V-11

PARTIALLY ASSEMBLED PILLBOX
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FIG. V-12

SKETCH OF PRIMARY FEED HORN
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A flared section was attached to the output aperture of the pillbox to provide

a better match when no secondary antenna was connected to this aperture. At the input

aperture, two parallel plates enclose the feed horn in the E-plane. These plates allow

the primary feed horn to be moved along the symmetry axis of the pillbox for proper

focusing. A cross-sectional sketch of the completed pillbox is shown in Fig. V-13.

-A

INPUT WAVE GUIDE7 M ý\

FIG. V-13

SKETCH OF CROSS SECTION OF THE PILLBOX WITH PRIMARY FEED HORN

The finite thickness of the feed horn walls creates two steps in the

H-plane along the wave path. The effect of this discontinuity was reduced

by removing the 0.050 inch waveguide walls and replacing them with a

0.006-inch copper foil. A piece of Styrofoam, shaped to fit the flare,

supported the thin walls.

The best position of the primary feed horn will be the position where

the focal points of the pillbox and the horn coincide. However, since the

focal point of a flared waveguide moves with frequency, a compromise position

must be found for the baud of frequencies over which the pillbox is to operate.

In order to do this, R.plane radiation patterns were first recorded

for four different positions of each feed horn at five frequencies in the

range 8.5 Gc to 12.4 Go. The level cf the first side lobe or shoulder

below the main lobe was then plotted as a function of the feed position.

These plots are shown in Fig. V-14, and the best compromise between low

side-lobe level and bandwidth was then made on the basis of these plots.

These positions are indicated on the plots. The variable, d, indicates

the distance from the front plane of the pillbox to the edge of the feed

h.orn as shown oa Fig. V-13.
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Next the radiation patterns in' the E-plane were recorded over the

frequency range with the feed horns mounted in the indicated positions.

These patterns are shown in Figs. V-15, V-16., and V-17. At each frequency

the 3-db beamwidth and gain were measured and are shown in'Fig. V-18 and

Fig. V-19, respectively. Finally, Fig. V-20 shows the level of the highest

shoulder or side lobe as a function of the frequency for the chosen posi-

tions of the three feeds.

The pillbox was then used as a feed for an existing leaky-wave

antenna. This antenna required a linearly polarized line source as a

feed. 4 The pillbox mounted on the leaky-wave. antenna is shown in

Fig. V-21.

Radiat-ion patterns for this combination at 11.4 Gc were takei both

in the H-plane and in the E-plane using feed horn C as the primary feed

for the rolled pillbox. These radiation patterns are shown'in Fig. V-22.,

They should be compared with the radiation patterns of the leaky-wave

antenna taken when fed by the original line source, an asymmetrically fed

pillbox with nearly uniform aperture illmination. 4 These patterns are

shown in Fig. V-23, and indicate how the pillbox has improved the E-plane

pattern without significant changes in the H-plane pattern. Due to the

tapered aperture distribution in the E-plane the gain of the complete

antenna'dropped from 33.0 db to 29.9 db.

The step along the wave path created by the walls of the feed horn

tends to defocus the radiation from the primary feed. The reason for this

is that the change in dimensions of the path in the H-plane will cause a

change in the phase velocity, setting up refractions at the boundaries.

This refraction will produce an apparent additional movement of the phase

center of the feed horn as well as an additional taper of the amplitude

distribution. These effects are illustrated in Fig. V-24, which is a

radiation pattern taken at 12.4 Gc with a feed of the same flare dimensions

as Feed B, but with the full wall thickness preserved out to the aperture.

The step in the wave path was then increased from 0.012 inch to 0.100 inch.

The asymmetry in the radiation pattern at the -35 db level is probably

caused by a slight misalignment of the primary feed, a trait which als9

shows up in some of the other radiation patte'rns. Although the'side-lobe

level was extremely low in this.position of the feed horn, the discontinuity

in the wave path caused severe defocusing at the lower frequencler, raising

the side-lobe level above those shown in Fig. V-20 for Feed 8.
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VI INSTANTANEOUS DIRECTION-FINDING ANTENNAS

A. GENERAL

This section of the report summarizes the important properties of

three instantaneous direction-finding antennas that have been studied

both theoretically and experimentally on Signal Corps Contracts

DA 36-039 SC-63236 and DA 36-039 SC-73106. Each of these antennas

together with appropriate display circuitry is capable of instantaneously

determining the direction of arrival of an ele~tromagnetic wave, whether

it be a continuous (CW) signal or a single short pulse. They can do this

for signals arriving from any azimuth direction without any sort of

scanning, either mechanical or electronic, with typical bearing errors

of the order of a few degrees. In addition, they can perforti this function

over quite wide frequency bandwidths, varying from 1.5:1 for the narrowest

to--3:l for the widest. Some of the systems can be' wide open to all signals

in the,.band simultaneously, and aome can be tuned over the band electroni-

cally by varying a local oscillator frequency.

Each antenna utilizes a biconical horn that is perfectly symmetrical

about its vertical axis. The size of this horn, both in diameter and

height, depends only on the coverage or antenna gain that is required in

the elevatioii plane. These can be varied over very wide limits without

affecting in any way the direction-finding properties of the circuitry

connected to the antenna.

The biconical antenna and its associated coaxial line are proportioned

so that only the vertically polarized component of an incoming signal is

received. If, however, polarization-rotating devices were placed around

the aperture of the biconical hora, it could -then receive other

polarizations as well.

The biconical antenna is connected, by means of a low-reflection

tapered section, into a coaxial line which is large enough to propagate

the TE11 coaxial-line mode in addition to the fundamental TER transmission-

line mode. It is this TE11 coaxial-line mode whi'ch is utilized in all of

the direction-finding antennas to determine the direction of arrival of

the signal. This mode, as well as the TEM mode and many higher-order modes
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are excited by a plane wave incident on the biconical antenna, but the

coaxial line is cut off to all higher modes. (In the widest-band system,

the TE 2 1 mode can also propagate in the coaxial line over part of the band,

but later portions of the circuitry reflect all of this mode, as well as

the TEM mode, back out of the antenna.) It is this filtexing action of

the coaxial line that results in the very low bearing errors that can be

realized in these antenna systems.

The coaxial line is then divided into four symmetrical waveguide

channels by a device that is functionally a very-wide-band seven-port

turnstile junction. The seven ports are composed of the four single-mode

waveguide ports (ridged waveguide in the wide-band versions) and three

ports for the orthogonal modes in the coaxial line, the TEM mode and two

orthogonal TE1, modes. This turnstile junction has been designed to be

extremely. well matched to the three coaxial-line modes over bandwidths in

excess of 3:1, hence it does not limit the operating bandwidths of any

of the antenna systems described here.

The three different types of instantaneous, omniazimuth direction-

finding antennas to be compared here differ only in the manner in which

the energy from these four waveguide ports is handled. The accompanying

fold-out chart (Fig. VI-1) indicates these differences and compares the

important characteristics of the three different antennas. All three

antennas and the associated waveguide and coaxial components have been

built and tested at SRI for the Signal Corps. The first two were developed

on Contract DA 36-039 SC-63236, and are described in detail in the

Final Report on that contract 1 and in the Proceedings of the IRE.2 The

third type was developed on the present contract, Contract DA 36-039

SC-73106, and is described in detail in the Second and Third Annual

-Reports.

With the RF preamplifiers shown by the dashed lines for the first

direction-finding antenna, the sensitivities of all three systems to low-

level signals become comparable, and depend more upon the noise figures of

the amplifiers and the detectors than upon the antenna characteristics.

The third antenna system may be slightly less sensitive, other things

being equal, since it does not utilize any information from the TEM mode

which is excited in the antenna by an incoming signal.

The 180-degree ambiguity associated with the third type of direction

finder is inherent in that system as long as it remains perfectly
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symmetrical, since this information is simply not contained in the TE,1
modes which reach the detectors. If, however, some asymmetry is introduced

into the antenna or coaxial-line portions of the RF circuitry, some of

the TEM and TE2 1 modes will, in effect, be coupled to the. TEl 1 modes, and

hence, in general the bearing indication will shift both in angle and in

amplitude. From the nature of this shift, the ambiguity can be resolved.

To make this sort of technique as insensitive to frequency as possible,

the asymmetry should be placed near the transition region from the

biconical antenna to the coaxial line. It may be possible to introduce

this asymmetry very rapidly by using, for instance, a symmetrical con-

figuration. of crystal-diode switches in this region., and switching them

on and off in any desired sequence.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the antennas and the associated waveguide circuitry for
these direction-finding systems have been thoroughly investigated and are

now well understood, a number of practical problems remain before a

complete instantaneous direction-finding system can be tested in the field.

For instance, it will probably be necessary in any of these systems to

increase the dynamic range of the data presentation schemes diagrammed in

Fig. VI-1. This might be done with instantaneous AGC circuits coupling

the.amplifiers in the various branches together, or by still other, more

sophisticated. means which can -also increase the information storage

capacity of'th.e systems. 5  Another problem associated with any'of the

three systems, the requirement for well-matched, identical detectors

(whether they he square~law detectors or linear mixers), may require some

.development effort, depending on the particular frequency bands selected.

It should become apparent from a study of the chart (Fig. VI1.) that

the first and the third direction-finding antenna systems offer the most

attractive possibilities for further development, the choice between-tie

two depending on the particular- application. The first system offers the

advantage of no bearing ambiguity; the third system offers greater band.

width and smaller bearing errors. Other things being equal., it i-s felt

that the third system has fewer unsolved problems associated with the

development of a complete direction-finding system.
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VII CONCLUSIONS

The modified form of the Purcell array has been shown to be feasible.

The'simple and rugged mechani.cal form of the array makes it possible to

scale such arrays to millimeter wavelengths and to maintain constant phase

velocity oii a very long array. It may be possible to obtain design data

of sufficient accuracy for very long arrays from a promising new analytical

technique.

Linear arrays with variable interelement spacings can be designed

using computer techniques with many fewer elements than Dolph-Tchebyscheff

arrays with the same beamwidths and side-lobe levels. The lower limit on

the side-lobe levels attainable in widely spaced arrays of this type is

primarily a function of the total number of elements in the array. The

radiation patterns of such arrays can be steered over wider angles and

wider frequency bands than those of comparable equispaced arrays.

The optimum spacings required in *a linear array of isotropic, uni-

formly spaced elements have been placed on a mathematically rigorous

foundation for both odd and even numbers of elements.

The technique of beam shaping and bean broadening by distorting the

conducting sheet beneath an inductive-grid leaky-wave antenlna shows great

promise.

The tests of the rolled pillbox have demonstrated the wideband, lpw-

side-lobe characteristics of this type of line source, and verified the

design calculations.

Of the three broadband, instantaneous direction-finding antennas

developed, the four-port antenna with square-law detectors and the two-port

antenna with linear detectors show the most promise for eventual systems

application.
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VIII RECOMMENDATIONS-

In this report, detailed recommendations -are contained in many of the

separate sections; however, all recomm'endations will be summarized here

for convenient reference.

Further work on the modified Purcell array should proceed along two

separate lines: (1) refine the measurements of the coupling coefficients

from uniform arrays of slots, particularly very- small slots, and (2)

continue the analysis of the Purcell array jIunction and compute design

data with sufficient accuracy for very long arrays.

The investigations of linear arrays should also proceed along two

parallel paths: (1) refine the computer techniques for finding optimum

solutions for variably spaced arrays, investigate promising initial array

solutions, and compute optimum arrays for large numbers of elements (100

or over), and (2) apply the most advanced analytical techniques and talent

to the variably spaced array problem in an attempt to find the true

optimum solution.

The relatively simple technique of beam broadening and bearn- shaping

by distorting leaky wave antennas should he studied in more detail,. in-

vestigating the many promising avenues that have been exposed in this

initial investigation, and attempting to find the simplest or most nearly

optimum solutions to given problems.

One or both of the most promising broadband, instantaneous

direction-finding antennas should be built into a complete direction-

finding system for testing and evaluation.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF THEOREMS

The Tchebyscheff polynomial-

T (x) = 2 1-"cos (narccosx) 2-"[(x +-¢-x 2 
-' 1)n

+ (x - = x" +

has 'degree n, leading coefficient 1, and its deviation from 0 on the

interval. -1 _ x < 1 is less than that of any other polynomial of degree*n

with leading coefficient 1. The proof of this fact is given in standard

texts. 1,2*

Another important property of ,the Tchebyscheff polynomial Tn(x) is

Corollary 2 of the theorem in this appendix. This property is used in

the discussion.

Theorem: Suppose '2(x) is a polynomial of degree <n such that

max IQ(x)I = M/2n-

and suppose x 0 > 1. Then

IQ(xoI • MTn (xo)

furthermore, if Q(x) is not equal toMT (x), then Q(xrj) < MTn(xo).

Proof: Set P(x) = Q(x)/M. Then

max [P(x)l = max T(x)j = 1/2n-I

it has to be proved that IP(x0 )I" < Tn(xo).

*References are listed at the end of the Appendix
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The graph of T.(x) is illustrated in Fig. A-1 for the case.n = 5.

There are n + 1 values r. of x:

- = 0 < r i < rn < r 1

including -1 and 1 at which Tn(x) is alternately plus and minus 1/2-1.

In Fig. A-1, n is odd and Tn(-1) = -1/2n-1

It is given that for xE[-1,11, the graph of P(x) lies between

y = ±1/2 -

To make the argument definite, suppose.n is odd. (The reasoning for

the case where n is even is entirely similar.) Next, note that if two

polynomials agree over an interval, however smali., they are identical.

If two polynomials of degree • n in x have the same value for n + 1 distinct

Ts (x)

IK

16

FIG. A-1

RELATION BETWEEN GRAPHS OF Tn(x) AND Plx, WHERE n =5
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values of z, they are identical. (If the graphs of the two polynomials

are tangent for a value, of x, this value of x counts as two distinct

values' for the purpo-ses of this statement.)

Let us mark the n + 1 points, Pi, at which the graph of P(x) crosses

the lin~s x = ri (i = 0,1..., n). Since each point P. lies in the rec-

tangle, the graph of P(x)'must cross the graph of T (x) at least once in

each of the n closed arcs (Pi J,P) into which the n + 1 points P. sepa-

rate the, graph of P(x), 0 x 1. In making this statement it is

understood that a closed arc includes its end-points. Thus a tangency

at P. is •correctly counted as a double crossing, with one crossing point

being allotted to each of the arcs that end at P..

There are two cases. First, if the graph of P(x) is above the graph

of T (x) in an open interval (-a,-1) just to the left of x = -1, and if

there are precisely n crossings, then at the nth crossing (x = r') the

sign of P(x) - T (x) becomes negative.

If P(x is not identical with T(x), there can be no more crossings,

so that P(x) < T,(x) for x > r'; in particular, P(xO) < T (xo). In the

second case, P(x) - T (x) is negative on an open interval (-a,-1) just

to the left o'f x = -1. Hence the graphs of P(x), Tn(x) are either tangent

at (-l,-l/2"- 1 ) or else' the graph of P(x) crosses the graph of T,,(x) as

shown in Fig. A-2. In either case there are n + 1 crossing points and

P(x) = T (x), P(xo) = Tn(Xo).

To prove that -P(xo) 5 T(xo), the same reasoning is applied to the

graph of -P(x). The theorem is proved.

Corollary 1: Let R(x) be a polynomial of deg < n, x 0 > 1, and sup-

pose R(x 0 ) = 1. Either R(x) = T (x)/T (xo), or else

max JR(x)l > max T=)

1_x=1 T.x 2'T(x0 )

Proof: Define M by

max R(x)J=
32"T ,X
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Tb(x)

16

FIG. A-2

SPECIAL CASE OF FIG. A-i

and set Q(x) Tn(xo)R(x). Then

M
max iQ(x)l -

-lx2 2n-i

and if Q(x) / Tn(x) it would follow from the theorem that

Q(x 0 ) < MT (x 0 )

But Q(xo) = T,(xo), so that M > I unless R(x) = T (x)/T.(xo). This is

the assertion of the corollary.
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Corollary 2: Let x0 > 1. The unique polynomial of degree $ n which

has the value 1 at x0 and which deviates least from 0 on (-1,1) is

T (x)/T1(xo), where Tn(x) is the Tchebyscheff polynomial

T. = cos (n arc cos x) = 2-n[(x + v/x2 - 1)n + (x - V'x- i)j.]
2`1I

This is a restatement of Corollary 1.

Lemma: It is required to show that x 0 increases askd, increases on

the range 0 < kdi < 7T. Tha-t positive x0 increases is equivalent to X de-

creasing where

2

x0 + 1

cos (kd 1 sin E) -cos kd 1

1 cos kd 1

cos (kd 1 sin e) -1

1 - cos

But, as kd 1 increases on 0 <kd1 < 7r, the numerator of this last frac-

tion decreases and the deniominator increases without changing sign. Thus

X decreases and x 0 increases as was to be shown. -
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